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Sharpton/ Cochran To Attend Miller Rally
Rev. Al Sharpton and Aqorney
Johnny Cochran will head up the list
of national leaders who will join
suppo rters of the Tyisha Miller
· Steering Committee in a rally
commemorating the one year
4nniversary of the shooting death of
the teenager.
Miller was frothing at the mouth,
when her cousins called the 911
operator to send paramedics to help .....
Miller had a inoperable gun in her

lap the cousins relayed so that police
would be aware and take precautions.
The inoperable gun was in her lap
because she had been bothered by a
transient. Milier 's co usins were
concerned.
Four minuets after the policemen
Paul Bugar, Wayne Stewart, Daniel
Hotard and Mike Alagna arrived she
was dead. Family members on the
scene heard racial remarks and
accused the four of a racially

motivated shooting.
Family and supporters protested in
the city of Riverside every Monday
the actions of the policemen and their
Sargeant who were eventually fired.
Sergeant Preece's firing came on the
heels of his obvious racial remarks.
The most important person who
was with the four officers all night,
Black officer Rene Rodriguez, was
not interviewed in the police and
DA's 1500 page report. Standard

procedure in every other jurisdiction have an array of activities planned. rally will be held. The group will
is that all officers involved are .Beginning December 28 with a . convene at Kansas Ave. 7th Day
·interviewed. RPOA marched and "Prayer Vigil" from the Union 76 Adventist Church (Kansas and MLK
shaved their heads in protest of the station on Brockton and Central at Ave.) for dinner at 4:00 p.m. where
firing.
12:00 a:m. until 2:30 a.m. She was Johnny Cochran will be the keynote
The Justice Department opened an . killed at 2:00 a.m. and family and speaker. At 7p.m. in the sanctuary the
investigation soon after the DA said friends will gather to remember the day will be topped off with a
there were racial remarks made but exact time. That morning at 11 :00 "Remembrance Service" Rev. Al
no criminal intent by the four. He a.m the committee will resume their Sharpton will be the keynote speake;.
said the four made "bad judgement" . activities with a short rally back at Dinner donation is $12.28. For
calls in the death of Miller.
the Union 76 station and then march information (909)274-9860.
The MU!er Steering com~ittee down Magnolia to City Hall where a
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C~mmunity Outraged at SB Hiring of Riverside Cop
Li One of Tyisha Miller
killers to be dispatcher
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Cheryl Brown

Many community leaders in San
Bernardino are outraged that San
Bernardino Sheriff Gary Penrod would hire
Paul Bugar, one of the four White officers
who shot Tyisha Miller, 19, as she sat in
medical distress in a car on December 28,
1998. His salary range is $12.42 to $17.47
per hour.
Robert Taylor, Media Relations, Public
Affairs, spokesmen for the Sheriff's
Department said the job was not a law
enforcement job, but a civil position.
Bugar was fired in June for using "poor
judgement" in concocting the plan that cost
Miller's life. " He will not be in law
enforcement. He was qualified and

Bill Jacocks

Cecilia Lowe

because he worked previously as a
dispatcher and has also experience as a
police officer, he was the best choice," said
Taylor. The department's position was not
shared with community leaders.
Bill Jacocks, a Rialto business owner, of
Creative Services and Elegant Floors said,
"it seems strange San. Bernardino would
accept garbage from Riverside. They
won't Jet O.J. play golf in peace and he was
found not guilty but he (Bugar) was fired
from Riverside. His job references should
have been checked out," he said. They did
check his references.
Taylor said he got the job because of his

Policeman Who Killed
Tyisha Miller Gets A Job
SAN BERNARDINO

By Regina Brown

The Black Voice News
CLAREMONT

It's a free ride
when you are
already paid! It's
th e good advice
that you just didn't
take, and you
should
have
figured the San
Bernardino

By Dr. Paulette Brown-Hinds

❖

only checked the dispatchers work history. system. (2) Inform watch commander of
He reiterated, "he was never charged by the situations involving officer safety, dispatch
Riverside DA."
additional personnel and notify other
The job does require good judgement, a jurisdictions or agencies on request. Both
dispatcher must (1) prioritize ca·l ls for · take a certain amount of judgement. "He
service, monitor the location and status of may have skills as a dispatcher but la<;k the
units and assign unit backup with the
assistance of a computer-aided dispatch
Continued on Page B-6
_

Case Against KCBS Anchor Dismissed
. .;:T..;.;.he;;_B;;;..;l"'ac""k;_V.""'o·ce
r"";;_N'-e;_w""s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RANCHO CUCAMONGA

By Cheryl Brown

On December 21, 1999 Judge J. Michael
Welch, presiding judge of San Bernardino
Court, issued an order that all criminal
charges pending against Larry Carroll, the
former CB S2 anchor, were to be
immediately dismissed "in the interest of
justice". "You cannot imagine what a
weight that (dismissed case) lifted off my
shoulders/ said Larry Carroll to Black
Voice News directly follow in g the
dismissal.

The
court
announced that it
had weighed the
evidence
and
determined that the
evidence indicating
Carroll's innocence
was so substantial
and compelling
that there was no
reason to submit
the case to the jury.
Larry Carroll
"Since February 8,
1999 a cloud has been over his life, "Peace
Continued on Page A-2

Claremont Officers Awarded in Shooting of Irvin Landrum

Th« Black Voic< N«ws

What does the city of
Claremont do to a pair of their
police officers who remain
under federal investigation for
their part in the shooting of a
young black man? It names
them employees of the year, of
course.
Two weeks ago, Claremont
officers Hany Hanna and Kent

Paul Bugar

County Sheriff's
department would be the ones to hire one of
the four cops that carelessly killed a teenage
women in distress.
Although Paul Bugar's job description
does .not entail him to carry a gun, it does
require him to have good judgement.
Recently being fired from the Riverside
Police dep.artment for lack of good
judgement in killing an unconsciou s
teenage girl, Bugar had no problem finding
employment in a neighboring city in law
enforcement.
The community's concern is at an all time
high that these four ~fficers be stripped of
their duties and not having any involvement
with law enforcement. The Tyisha Miller
Steering Committee feel the four should be
prosecuted.
Cari Dameron, smaii business owner said,
"it's a very sensitive issue, it's
disappointing to know the Sheriff's office
hired this person to represent the citizens of
San Bernardino.
Bugar is currently working as a dispatcher
for San Bernardino County Sheriff's
Department after being considered most
qualified for the job. It has been said that
the starting salary for a d,ispatcher is $12.42
per hour.
"I can't believe that San Bernardino
County would hire a killer to serve and
protect me, this is not why I pay my tax
dollars to have this type of service, people
need to vote at election times to get better
decision makers in office," said Norma
Archie concerned citizen.
Bugar was one of four Riverside police
officers who responded to the call of an
unconscious woman in a parked car in the
early morning hours of December 28, 1998.
The officers fired 23 times at Miller striking
her 12 times and she died at the scene.
"You can't deprive him of making a Jiving
l don't want him getting the same benefits
s a police officer, I don't want him to have
a gun . But what do you expect," said
.Charles Seymour, educator and founder of
Adopt-A-Bike.

background and noted "we cannot
discriminate." He said the job came
through the Human Resources office and
that information should come from them.
Janna Ramos , San Bernardino County
Human Resources Department Chief said
her office does nothing more than screen
for qualifications and refer them to the
Sheriff's Department.
The job
qualifications are that the candidate must
successfully pass a background
investigation but when asked about the
background on the ongoing Justice
Department investigation of Bugar, Taylor
said the department was not aware of it.
"The Sheriff's Department does the
background check, reference checks and
they make the selections," said Ramos. ·
Tay !or was not a ware of the racial
comments made during and after the
shooting. Taylor said their background
<lidn't pick up a statement made by officer
Rene Rodriguez on the actions of the four
following the shooting. He said probably
because it was a different job than he was
terminated from in Riverside they probably

Jacks were selected city a .45-caliber gun and fired at
employees of the year by the them , protesters believe
city manager, followed last otherwise. They, instead, have
week by their se lectio n as pointed out discrepancies in the
officers of the year by the officers statements and the
police department. They both sheriff's report. They have
received a plaque and $ 1000 argued that Landrum was
for receiving the departments unarmed.
R ecent developments have
highest honor.
Last January 11th, Hanna and given credenc~ to their claims.
Jacks opened fire on 18-year- On December 2nd the Black
old Irvin Landrum Jr. during a . Voice News reported that the
routine traffic stop. While the gun, retrieved from Landrum,
officers claim Landrum pulled was owned by a former police

chief of Ontario. Gary Scott of
the bi - weekly Claremont
Courier, discovered that the
gun
belonged to Wayne
Simmons, who _d ied in 1989.
Simmons widow told the
police that she had never seen
the gun before, but admitted
that her husband was an avid
gun collector. An expensive
collecto,rs item, the gun, was
never reported stolen and
remains registered to Simmons.
T he officers, who were

honored in a ceremony earlier
this month, were selected by a
vote of department employees
for the departmental honors .
The citywide honor came
through nominations from
other city employees, but the
final decision was in the hands
of Glenn Southard , city
manager and Bridget Healy,
assistant city manager.
Both Hanna and Jacks remain
under federal investigatiop for
the faral shooting.

Progressive Illness Claims ·Life of Cecelia "Poochie" Butler
The Black Voice Nms
SAN BERNARDINO

Many friends and family
attested to the positive life of
Cecelia Ealey Butler, 40, who
died December 15th and was
furneralized, Tuesday after a
long battle with Sarcoidosis (a
respiratory disease).
Betty Brown, neighbor and
member of her church, Faith
Temple
joined
th e
approximately 25 people who
gave two minute testimonies
on the goodness of "Poochie"
(her nickname).
Lorenza Griffin, Dudley
Haircare representative was
sadden, but said Cecelia was a
"job maker," not a "job taker"
who loved p eople and
humanity. Wallace Allen,
publi sher Westside Story

Cecelia Butler

spoke for
his
wife
Josephine he
said
speaking of
how busy
she was all
the
time
she
has
already

found some thin g to do in
heaven already.
She did what the Lord would
have her to do, that is help the
poor and downtrodden. June
Perkins wrote of her in a poem
that she was really an angel in
disguise. Her prayer partner
Theresa Porter spoke of their
times together more often than
not she would be encouraging
her. "Cecelia would say,
"baby it's going to be alright!"

Everyone commented on her
ever present oxygen tank.
Faith Temple Church was her
home and her pastor Bishop J.
Grant Tolbert spoke of her
commitment to the Lord .
However his message was for
those who were in the
congregation those who hadn ' t
taken the step toward
salvation. "No prayer can save
a dead· person. They can't ask
for forgiveness because the
dead know nothing. With all
the words that were said about
her I hope you said them to her
so she heard them before.she
died," he said.
Tolbert went on to say there
will be an hour when you will
hear the voice of God. "He
won't make you do anything
against your will, but you must

show him love. You are going
to die, but you must decide
how you will be resurrected."
Cecelia showed her love by
feeding the hungry especially
once she opened Ruby's BarB-Que Restaurant named after
her aunt Ruby Hutchinson.
She had a thriving haircare
business a few blocks away
called Totally Unique Hair and
Nail Salon.
She was born January 18,
1959 in Atlanta, Georgia to
Otis and Constance Ealey. She
moved to California in 1975
and gave birth to her only
child, a son Shannon Deon
Brown. She later met and
married the love of her life
Darrell Butler. Coming from a
very entrepreneuria l family,
she decided to make her life's

work
cosmetology
and
attended Richards Beauty
College. So accomplished was
she that she earned a Master's
Degree in Cosmetology from
Dudley University.
She was recognized for her
community involvement by the
City of San Bernardino.
She leaves to cherish her
memory husband , Darreii
Butler; one son, Shannon Deon
Brown ; four sisters, Patricia
Fuller, Tammy Ealey and Joan
Ealey, and sister in Christ,
Patricia Johnson; one brother,
Val Jerome Ealey; one niece,
Lakeshia Davis; one nephew,
Otis Smith; three step-children,
Gregory, Waluana and Darris
Butler; six grandchildren and a
ho st of othe r relatives and
friends.

Harsher
Sentences for those who Commit Crimes in Presence of Children
•
The Black Voice News
SACRAMENTO

·

E-Mail to: blackvoice @eee.org

Assemblymember Nell Soto
(D-Ontario) has requested that
the Legislative Co uns e l' s
office draft a new law that
would enhance penalties
against criminals whose crimes
are witn essed by children.
Soto's request continues her
efforts to seek stronger
protection, both-physically and

psychologically,
for
California's children.
The proposed bill would
enhance penalties to a violent
crime if the crime is committed
in the immediate presence of
or witnessed by a minor child.
TM proposal is patterned off a
1997 l aw passe d in Orego n
that has been very successful
and has rece ived good reviews
' by law enforceme nt and

District Attorneys in Oregon.
"This law i s needed in
California to protect children.
When a violent c rime is
witnesse d by a chi ld it is a
crime on the child because of
the
emotional
and
psychological damage done,"
said Soto. "The perpetrator
s hould be punished for that
crime as well."
Soto is pursuing this matter

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 27 YEARS

based on evidence that
children who witness violence
are effected emotionally and
psyc holo g i cally for years.
There is a lso evidence that
childre n who witness violence
hav e a propensity towards
committiQg
vio l ence
themselves in the future.
In a study by th e National
Institute of Justice, 43 % of
male adolescents and 35% of

female adolescents had
witnessed some sort of
violence such as a shooting,
knifin g, sexual assault, or
mugging. Among youths who
h ad witnessed violence, 15 % •
developed Posttraumatic Stress
Disorde r as opposed to only
3% who had not witnessed a
violent crime.
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EDITORIAL
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also ttie time of year w,e reflect or) our pa$1:and future fojie.e i.f: we .are
making difference on this earthasChrist did arid\would:do'.We
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latter is the one I want to explore in relationst:iip:as/ Wh~f!WpLrld JeSlJS
Do'~.
'. .· .
.
•</ <<\: ..
3. .. .
..... :
.
,
. Do you think Jesus would' have confronteciJhe p9jEiis.lo'b~ a_nd
pointed out their oppressive rules and. senseles~ snqpti~g Qf a irinpcent
Black girl ·named Tyisha Miller last year woutd:.he
said nottiirig?.
Last December 28, 1998 four White officJh{wentoha 91t
help
young Black girl in di.stress. Upon thEf · :itrival th.ey de(~w1i~~.ttie'young
lady to be in mediQal need. Instead ofprovi~ing assistiince they killed
her in less than. four p,inutes. after th,ey: amye~ on the'. $~he:ffpey had
shot the:young girl .twelve times in the Backand'.rkiw: sa{they were
trying to'help her, That explanation is the firstco~sin.t6 the';cowboy
shoots his horse afte(the horse breaks'it leg'. What Wouid Jesus Po?• ·...
. :Do you thi11k Jesus would have.6onfrqnted
OistricfAttorneys office
for the non investigation ot the :shooting of Tyisha'Mille:r,. wtien the.
District Attorney office did riot interview all of th~ w~nesses or consider
the racist remarks as a part of his report? The District Attorney said he
was prevented
law from even questioning the officers who did the
shooting. Therefore his hands were tiect The District Attorney also Said
the racial .remarks made about the Miller family and Blacks immediately
after the shooting were not relevant to the investigation. What Would
Jesus.Do?
··
Do you think Jesus would have confronted the weekly demonstrators
and said stop because your actions are taking away busirwss from the
community. This young ·Black girl had no business being out aft~r
midnight with a gun in plain view. Don 't you know this is her
constitutional right? It seems this is reserved for "Whites Only" in
America. What would Jesus Do?
Do you think Jesus would protest the hiring of Paul Sugar, by the San
Bernardino Sheriffs' department as a dispatcher? Sugar is one of the
officers who killed Tyisha ,Miller. What Would Jesus Do?
Do you think Jesus would ignore all of the wrong doing and injustices
that took place in this situation and say there is nothing I can do? Would
he say I came into this world to support the evil empires that oppress the
poor, down trodden, the hopeless, those with little political connections,
and especially those innocent people killed by people in high places?
Just What Would Jesus Do?
We are using this question type of editorial to stimulate your thinking
as to why are we celebrating Christmas. Why was Christ born into this
world that was created by his Father? Why do people get outraged by
the girl having a gun in her lap and not the police for killing her? Did
Jesus come to heal the sick or kill the sick?
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Longtime Grant A.M.E. Member Doris Wright Dies
The congregation of Grant A.M .E. Church is in mourning over the
passing of.fellow congregant Doris O'Neil Wright who passed after
fighting valiantly for two years from a stroke.
Wright was born September 2, 1938 in Tyler, Texas. She was the first
child of Vada O'Neil Anderson and the late Booker T. Anderson.
The Anderson fami ly moved to Vallejo, California in 1944 and
ultimately settled in Los Angeles shortly thereafter. Living in the Watts
section of the city, the family joined Grant A.M.E. Church where Wright
was an active, faithful member. In addition to accepting Christ early in her
life, Wright displayed a pioneering spirit that translated into major changes
that are now foundations at Grant AME. As a youth in the church, she
formed, organized and served as president of the Youth Usher Board. As
an adult, Wright was one of the key figures in creating the Grant Ethnic
School. In addition, while serving as Director of the Acolytes she
expanded its membership to include girls as well as boys to serve at the
altar during Sunday services.
Wright received her education through the Los Angeles Unified School
District, and conitnued to the University of Southern Caliofrnia where she
graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology. After
graduation, she worked at Central Juvenile Hall as a deputy and counseled
the young women in the girls' division. While there, she met and married
James Alfonso Wright II and bore one child, Joseph Anderson Wright.
She left to cherish her memory: her son, Joseph Wright of Los Angeles;
her mother, Vada Anderson of Rialto; her sister, Jacqueline McCombs of
Pasadena; nieces, Michelle Cooper of Rialto, Valorie Anderson-Branch of
Santa Cruz, CA, Pam Breckenridge and Cynthia Smith of Palo Alto, CA,
Frederica Banks of Cerritos, CA, Deborah Stanfield of Los Angeles;
nephews, Manders (Skip) Evans of Rialto, Byron Anderson of Compton;
sister-in-law, Velma Anderson of Compton; brother-in-law, Jim McCombs
of Pasadena; and a host of relatives and friends.
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An anonymous source recently
informed me about some
disturbing facts relative to our
children. This is not a new aspect
of living Black, however, I
thought that this pra.ct ice had
· subsided. A large percentage of
the children in the Special Ed
classes in our public schools are
predominately minority. Special
Education classes placement
means
you
are
reading
challenged. These children that
are being placed into these
classes are not necessarily
reading disableµ. It is the systems
way of handling DISCIPLINE
PROBLEMS . Who are being
placed in these· classes?
Overwhelmingly
Black,
overwhelmingly Male. Does that
picture sound familiar? Parents
you DO NOT have to accept
your child being placed into
these classes. Check to make sure
that it is indeed a learning
problem NO.T a discipline
problem before you give
permission for your child to
placed in a class that will mark
them and follow them their
whole life.
The old Officers Club was
alive and well last Sunday
evening as we celebrated the last
Holiday Gala that the Elites
would host for the 20th Century,
I can truly say that it was a great
event. There were many beautiful
people there, all dressed in their

a lot of ·us remember when this
area had lots of things to do and
places to go (Charlie Cook where are you when we need
you). I've also been told that this
is one of the first signs that you
are growing old; talking about
the good ole days!
Congratulations to Johnny
Black, former All State Insurance
Agent - Retirement should be
sweet Johnny. Have a ·good one.
Happy Birthday to Ebenezer
Gaines, I won't tell how many
birthdays he is owning up to, but
37 was the number he quoted
Sunday night. Jeannie didn't fight
him on the number by the way.
Safe travels to Ola Faye

Toni Jackson-Williams

holiday best --people that I have
not seen in a long time; Sue and
Reggie Strickland, Barbara and
Steven Kidd, Thelma Davis,
Barbara and Johnnie Smith There
were also lots.. of other friends
that I see often: Rose Mayes,
Dorothy and John Mayes, Al and
Jenether Hagen, Jean and
"Scoffie" Scoff, Obie Wilson
among many more.
It was reminiscing time as they
started playing old songs from
the 60's such as The Monkey,
Mustang Sally to name a few.
Obie and I started to d'iscuss
some of the old places that had
great times attached to them .
Remember the C. C. Supper Club
(now the Cask &; Cleaver
Restauranl, the Kola Shannah,
Ponder's and who could ever
forget The Tahitzan House and '
"The Place ". These names may
sound foreign to some of you but

Stephens and Rose Mayes both
off to see their mothers; Dallas
and Houston respectively.
Don't ,forget, if you want to get
some information about a party
or ~went that you or your
organization is giving, give me a
call. Leave a message if [m not
there and I will return your call;
686-4611.
May the blessings of the
Almighty surround you and
yours on this glorious ending to
the 20th Century. However, as
we party, eat and celebrate in
numerous ways including gift
giving, let us not forget the
reason for the season. Merry
Christmas.

Case Against KCBS Anchor Dismissed
Continued from Front Page

has been declared in a resounding way," said Carroll.
The court further found that throughout the case the prosecution had
engaged in prosecutorial conduct calculated to deprive Larry Carroll of his
right to a fair trial. In fact, the judge held that Larry Carroll had himself
been a victim of the financial fraud with which he had been charged.
There was compelling evidence of ~y innocence I could have told them
the first day," he said..
A jubilant jury polled shortly thereafter, announced their unanimous
view that Larry Carroll was completely innocent and had been wrongfully
accused.
·
Larry Carroll has an nounced that in the new millennium he will
undertake to reclaim the life and reputation that prosecutors had
wrongfully sought to destroy. Attorney Tom Mesereau agreed "this fiasco
was instituted by a prosecutor who wanted to make a name for himself."
In a scathing attack on Prosecutor L. Gordon Isen, "Mesereau said Isen
has no ethics, no professionalism and no.concern for justice."
Now Carroll must rebuild his life. "This affected personal, financial,
and professional life." His contract was not renewed on Channel 5 KCOP
because of the cloud hanging over his head.

BVN Readets, Speak.Up: What's On Your Mind?
I'm a regular reader of The
Black Voice News. I get a copy of
it every Sunday at Par--k Avenue
Baptist Church which is my
church home. One of your sports
writers, Leland Stein is a member
of my church and I enjoy reading
his sports column every week.
I was impressed with your
decision to salu te Black World
War II veterans. They are the
forgotten heroes of that war and
much more should be known
about them. Your salute to these
veterans was well written and I
enjoyed reading it. Unfortunately,
the mainstream medi a is not
motivated to make heroes of .
Black Americans , e specially
male. For that reason, and many
others, we have to depend on the
Black media.
When America thinks about
Black, heroes of World War II, it
always focuses on the Tuskegee
Airmen . These were a · very
gall ant group of men but they
were not the only pioneers at that
time. There we re .many others,
especially the Black M arines .
There isn't much known about
these Marines because they don't
get much press. I understand why .
they are ignored by the
mainstre am pre ss. But why are
they ignored by the Black press?
I, along with about 20,000 other
Black Americans, served in the
U .S. Marines during World War
II. It was the first time Black
Americans were allowed to be
Marines. We were all trained at a
segregated training base known
as Montford Point, locate d in
North Carolina. Because we were
all trained at that base , we a re
known now as the Montford Point
Marines and referred to as "the
chosen few". We are represe nted
by an organization known as The
Montford
Point
Marines
Association. It has c hapters in
most major cities. I'm taking the
lib erty of sendin g you s ome
information about u s . M o re
information can be obtained from
our
. w e bsite
at
montfordpointmarines .com or
from Herman Nathaniel.
I would appreciate it if you
would inc lude us in your next

Answer: If you are city officials
in Claremont, C~lifornia it' s not
choices A, B, or C.
The two officers who killed 18y ear old Irvin Landrum , Jr. in
January received the honor and
the money at a holiday party
Friday, December 4.
The officers claimed they shot
Landrum when he opened fire on
them. But a sheriff's investigation
found that the gun was not his,
had not been fired, and did not
have his fingerprints on it. Yet the
DA declined to bring charges.
T he case is under federal
investigation.
When told that some folks are
up set about the award, a

salute to Black veterans of World
War II. A g ain, I really enjoy
reading your newspaper. Keep up
the good work!

Edgar M. Cole

A Holiday Quiz
Question: What do you give two
police officers who slay a Black
motorist under questionable
circumstances?
A. Suspension?
B. Dismissal?
C. Prosecution?
D.
Proc laim them city
employees of the year and give
them a check for $1 ,000?

Family Talks

Claremont city official explained
"This award is about the quality
of work they do."
What' s next the Congressional
Medal of Honor for police who
use deadly force in questionable
cases?
Call o·r Drop a note to
Claremont City Manager Glenn
Southard and let him know what
you think about his holiday gift.
909-399-5441 (phone) 909-3995492
(fax)
email :
contact@ci.claremont.ca.us
National Alliance for Positive
Action
310/672-2542
email:ehutchi344@aol.com

Civil Rights Soil Tillers

were born of frustration that and fed the sectional antagonism
seemed rooted in the urban Black that eventually, in 1861, burst
community. They were the ones into the Civil War. The Court'. ~
who either lost or did not decision was later superceded by
c ompletely win the battle but yet the Fourteenth Amendment.
On into the 20th century, "soil
that battle became a stepping
stone to advancement along the tillers" have been crucial in
path of winning the war. Some fights involving high Negro
tillers w e re a lso seed planters. unemployment (either from jobs
not being made available or the
Here are some examples.
Joseph A. Bailey, II M.D.
The most famous court case in discrimination practice of "last
the lon g s l avery c ontroversy hired, first fired"), the stalling of
B efore planting seeds, farmers · involved Dred Scott, the slave of poverty programs, miserable
must till the soil by clearing the Army Surgeon John Emerson. housing, police brutality,
by
business
land, plowin g, and applyin g Since Scott and Emerson had exp loi tation
fertili zer. I first heard the traveled together in and out of establishments, unnecessary ill
e xpression "Civil Rights soi l free and slave USA territories , health, deliberately constructed
tillers" from my mother. She was fri e nds told Scott that his poor education, keeping the door
referring to those innumerable residence in a free territory made closed on the learning of various
p e opl e -- Black, Indian, and him a free man. So, in 1846, career skills, inadequate or
White -- who labored by putting Scott sued for his freedom. The absent places for socia ll y
on the line their life, limb, Supreme Court ruled (1857) that, acceptable energy release s, and
reputation, and/or careers for a as a sl a ve , S cp tt was not a the killer - - Lack of Hope
cau se more impo rtant th a n c iti zen . Howev e r , th e racist · among Black (and Indian) youth.
the mselves. These people were Chie f Justice Roger B . Taney All reasonable people today are
1
unsung h e roe s who performe d seized the opportunity to expand grateful to the ' Civil Rights Soil
the hard work of cle arin g, on a matter that was not before Tillers" for their tremendous
plowing, and fertilizing the land the court (in legal language, unselfishness in making our lives
of Civil Rig hts so that seeds of Obiter Dictum). He said that e asier. Since they may never
e qu a lity could b e a llow e d to the Mis'souri compromise which have benefitted from what they
grow. The lands they tilled were forbade s lavery in territories did, we can reward them by
those claimed by racists -- in the west of Wisconsin, was reversing the brainwashing
workforce, with the police force, unconstitutional and that slavery pre sent in youth who fee l that
in e ducation , in th e public c ould not b e e xc lu d e d there. the y are not part of America.
fac ilities of s oc ie ty, and Instead of be ing a mortal blow to Such youth must be taught how
e spe c ially in the leg al court Neg roes, Taney's decision to "elbow their way" into the
system . Those "soil tillers" were increased anti-slavery sentiments American mainstream.
particularly prominent and in the North, strengthened the
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D
c ourageous whe n e ve r r ac ia l Republican Party (who wanted to
· tensions were high, as when riots ha lt the e xte nsion of s lave ry),

J
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Armani for Men by Giorgio Armani
Includes 3.4 oz. each of Eau de
Toilette Spray and
After Shave Balm. ,
A 94.50 value,
only 67.50
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, Ralph Lauren Romance
for women
Includes 1.7 oz. Eau de Parfum
Spray and 6.7 oz. Sensuous
Moisturizer. An 82.50
, ,only$65
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ARMANI

Acqua di Gio by Giorgio
Armani for women
Includes 1.7 oz. each of
Eau de Toilette Spray,
Body Lotion and
Exfoliating
Shower Gel, plus
.17 oz. Eau de
Toilette mini.
A 63.50 value,
only 48,50 .,
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Anai·s Ana'is for women by Cacharel
Includes 3.3 oz. Eau de Toilette Spray,
plus 3.4 oz. each of Shower
Gel and Body Lotion.
An 81 .50
value, only $50
.••

Emporio Armani for him
by Giorgio Armani
Includes 3.4 oz. each
of Calming After
Shave Balm and
Eau de Toilette Spray.
A $92 value, only $55
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Emporio Armani for her
by Giorgio Armani
Includes 3.4 oz.
Eau de Parfum
Spray and 6.7 oz.
Sensual ~ody Milk:
A $90 value, only $55
~i..t\loh ~1b-r
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Polo Sport Woman by Ralph Lauren

(

Includes 6.7 oz. Hydrate Gel Body Moisturizer
and 3.4 oz.
Eau de Toilette Spray.
A $60 value,
RALPH
LAUREr .
only $45
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Polo Ralph Lauren for men
Includes 2.6 oz. Deodorant,
3.4 oz. After Shave Balm and
4 oz. Eau de Toilette S ray.
An $85 value,
only 52.50

HYO RAH
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RALPH LAUREN
,

Paloma Picasso for women
lnclUdes 3.5 oz. Bath
Soap, 2.5 oz. Body
Lotion and 1.7 oz.
Eau de Parfum Spray.
An 83.50 value,
only $55
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Drakkar Noir for men by Guy Laroche
Includes 3.4 oz. Eau de Toilette Spray plus
35mm camera and caseall for the price of the
spray alone: 48.50 .

Safari for women by Ralph Lauren
Includes .8 oz. Climate Response
Powder, 1.7 oz. Climate Response
Body Lotion and 2.5 oz.
Eau de Parfum Spray.
An $81 value,
only $55

*

*

*

**

Custom Gift Wrap
Add an extra-special touch to your
t10t1day packages. For as little as S4. we ·11

turn your present

Find even more online, www .macys.com
Acqua di Gio for women available in all stores except Bakersfield, Grossmont, Montclair, Riverside, San Bernardino, Santa Anita, Santa Barbara and Ventura. OV,er sets available in all stores, while supplies last.

('
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the perfect gift.

• Financial
• Real Estate
• Lifestyles

BUSINESS
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Riverside Transit Agency is Ready to Take on V2K
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

For the past five years, the
Riverside Transit Agency has been
battling the Y2K bug, taking
precautions to ensure the elusive
bug doesn't byte on Jan. 1, 2000.
And the Agency feels ready to take
on the day.
"There's no doubt about it - we
'will have our buses up and running
and out on the streets that day," said
Jay Peterson, RTA's director of
information technologies. "We've
already jumped three critical
hurdles by getting through 9/9/99
without any problems, as well as
April 9 , 1999 - ~he 99th day of
1999 - and July 1, 1999, which was
the start of our new fiscal year."
The new fiscal year, Peterson said,
could potentially have been a
problem since beginning it meant
inputting RTA's year-2000 budget
into the computer.

Peterson has been the main man accessing data like Dial-A-Ride
scrutinizing and correcting RTA's reservations, or crucial financial
many systems that could be data that allow RTA officials to pay
adversely affected by the date vendors who supply such
01/01/00. Those systems include necessities as fuel and auto parts.
RTA's ever-important phone system
The majority of the potential
with which riders can call for a trip problems found by Peterson and his
itinerary or book a ride on the Dial- information technology staff were
A-Ride. They also include scores of corrected by Dec. 31, 1998. All that
computer files that, if affected, ', remains on the to-do list for Y2K,
could prevent bus drivers from 'Peterson said, is to swap some 70

Pacheco Proposes Purchase of 91 Toll Road
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Rod. Pacheco CR -Riverside)
announced his plan to introduce
legislation for the pu~chase of the 91
freeway private toll road.
Pacheco's assembly bill will
propose the use of the sizable state
budget surplus to purchase the toll
road.
The surplus has been
estimated at $5 billion. The current
price of the toll road was $202

Nehemiah: Making Home-Ownership Real for Many
By Kevan Leonard Carter
Observer Managing Editor
The primary goal of the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), according to
their own literature is to provide
decent and affordable housing for
all Americans and to stimulate
economic development in the
nation's distressed areas.
Much ofthe Department's own
research reveals that, for many of
today's American families,
especially low and moderate
income African Americans, the
dream of homeownership, a place
that a family can call its own, is
slowly slipping away.
A nationwide HUD survey, "The
Widening Gap: New Finding on
Housing
Affordability
in
America ," while principally
addressing rental housing stock,
shows that the gap between
struggling Americans: of all races,
and the nation's supply of
affordable housing, continues to
widen.
President Clinton, along with
HUD Secretary Andrew Cuomo,
continue .to say they are committed
to "closing the gap" to making the
homeownership dream a reality for
"all American families."
After obtaining HUD ' s recent
landmark $26 billion budget
approval , for fiscal year 2000 ,
Secretary Cuomo said , "This
budget benefits our nation by
putting HUD back in the .business
of creating and preserving
desperately needed affordable
housing , jobs and e~onomic
development for America's people
and places in greatest need."
Secretary Cuomo added, "the
budget_1s aiso a vote of contldence
in the performance of the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development and the management
reforms we ' ve successfully
implemented."
· One of HUD ' s own more
effective financial rules, one which
has helped thousands of low- and
mode rate - income families to
purchase homes , locally and
throughout the nation , is being
challenged, internally.
The HUD rule has allowed lowand moderate-income families to
purchase homes with down
payment "gift assista.n ce" from
nonprofit groups.
One such nonprofit, charitable
housing organization , is the
Sacramento- based Nehemiah
Progressive Housing Development
Corporation.
Nehe miah established a program
where qualified home buyers, who
earned enough to make a mortgage
payment but cannot make the
'down payment, are "given" the
necessary down payment money.
According to Don Harris,
president and founder of nehemiah,
the down payment assistan ce
program is direc tly aimed at
helping low-income and minority
families .
Harris shares that statistics show
that the only way many families
would ever be able to buy a home
is through receiving a grant for the
down payme nt from a nonprofit
like Nehemiah.

Over the pat two years, Nehemiah
has provided down payment gifts
to over 24,000 families to buy
homes.
They have also provided over
$450,000 in donations to other
community 0 based groups and
organizations.
One of the major projects that
Nehemiah has undertaken locally
is the Franklin Villa project , a
trouble-ridden housing complex in
the Meadowview area, south of
Sacramento.
Nehemiah has been buying units
in the complex for the purpose of
rebuilding better quality and less
dense units.
They have recently joined with
the Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency (SHRA )
to develop a long-term strategy
aimed at redeveloping the entire
complex.
After a recent murder occurred in
the complex, Nehemiah stepped up
its commitment by offering a $2
mi.Ilion loan to the City of
Sacramento to enable the City to
purchase the remaining units and
implement the redevelopment
strategy.
._
"If ·we want these problems
solved, we private citizens have to
step up and offer solutions," said
Nehemiah 's Harris.
. In addition to Franklin Villa ,
Nehemiah has a g ood hi story of
stepping up to assist th e loc al
community.
The nonprofit organization has
committed, for example, $ I million
to a partnership with Habitat for
Humanity; $25 ,000 to the
Sacramento Urban League's ne w
Workforce Center; they also gave
the first of $10;000 to the proposed
Sacramento Museum of Tolerance.
HUD ' s proposed rul e c h a nge
would end the op e rations of
nonprofit groups that make down
payments for buyers using fund s
collected from home sellers and
builders.
HUD officia ls say the proposed
rule, which is open for public
comment until November 15,
stems from consumer compla ints
and concerns among nonprofit
housing groups that the program is
being abused.
HUD officials say their aim is
really not to totally eliminate
down - payment
· assistance
programs but rather to reduce the
risk of default and foreclosure on
home-mortgage loans that HUD' s
FHA agency insures.
Yet , mortgage data sqow that
Nehemiah-assisted homebuye rs
have no greater default rate than
other homt;buyers who g e t their
down payments from a varie ty of
sources.
Sacramento's Black leaders are
outraged at the proposed HUD rule
change pointed at limiting ·
Nehemiah's efforts.
Supporters,
locally
and
nationwide, are urged to let HUD
(or its FHA agency) know of their
concern and support for the
charitable organization.
Most leaders feel that if the gap of
homeownership is to truly be
closed, the efforts of organiza tions
like Nehemiah are to be applauded ,
not hampered.

million.
The
proposal,if
unopposed ,
could facilitate
the purchase as
early as this
coming year.
"The current
situation with
Rod Pacheco
the private 91
toll road is a
complete fiasco. The 91 freeway
needs
significant
safety
improvements and congestion needs
to be drastically reduced. The large
budget surplus is the quickest and
most practical solution," Pacheco
said.
Such concerns have yet to be
addressed. The Caltrans plans to
make the necessary improvements
had been put on hold by a lawsuit
filed by the owner of the toll lanes.
" It is unacceptable to put the
financial concerns of a private
company above the safety of
motorists," said Pacheco.

phones for new ones. It will be
more cost-effective for the agency,
he said, to replace the existing
phones with new ones than it would
be to provide patches for the
problem. The new phones will be in
place before Dec. 15, 1999.
"We feel we have done everything
we possibly can to anticipate year2000 problems and prevent any
disasters,'• Peterson said.
What made the Y2K issue an
even bigger job for RTA is the fact
that the potential problem does not
only involve the "00" date
calculation. There are other risks
such as the fact that the year 2000
is a · leap year, adding an extra day
to the calendar, and the fact that
Jan. l actually falls on a Saturday.
So the real test could come
Monday, Jan. 3.
Correcting potential pitfalls has
been an ongoing process of
identifying RTA's core computer

systems, working with a variety of
vendors to come up with solutions,
installing "program patches" where
the system could be in jeopardy,
then testing and re-testing to ensure
all runs smoothly. From' this
proce~s, RTA established 10 criteria
for year-2000 readiness.
Those requirements include the
systems' correctly displaying and
interpret_ing dates up to the year
2035, its being able to calculate the
day of the week up to the year 2035
and backward in time to 1980, and
correctly treating the year 2000 as a
leap year. In addition, the computer
applications must be able to sort
dates in proper chronological order
from any collection of dates up
through 2034 and backward in time
to 1980. Any changes to existing
systems or programs using the new
format must also be able to tolerate
the old format.
While Peterson acknowledged

that RTA has done its best t o
prepare for Y2K, he admitted that
year-2000 compliant businesses
could still fail or experience
difficulty if their suppliers' or
customers' systems are not Y2K
compliant.
"Becau~e we are dependent on
automated information technology
in virtually every aspect of our
lives, all sectors of the economy are
at risk," he said. That is ·among the
reasons RTA will continue to test
its systems up through Jan. l , 2000. ·
RTA's 29 buses and 14 Dial- ARide routes serve Temecula ,
Murrieta, Lake Elsinore, Sun City,
Menifee, Perris , Hemet, San .
Jacinto, Mead Valley, Corona ,
Norco , Woodcrest, Riverside ,
Moreno Valley,
Beaumont ,
Banning, Yucaipa , Calimesa ,
Pedley, Rubidoux and Loma Linda.

5,000 Children Study Mars at Float Decorating Party

366 Fair 2000:;set:
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On January 24, 2000, Operation

Confidence' Competency-Based
Program and their collab9rative
partners wi11 host "Job_F<tir" 2000,'
at the California African American

Rancho Cucamonga rl:sidents Amalia Boyd and Donna Weldon sift rice at Edison l{lte national's float pecorating_
party. The rice will be used to cover the company's 2000 float entry, "Soaring to the Future," for the Tournament of
Roses Parade. They joined numerous volunteers who learned about the solar system, fflled water vlals, and cut
flowers. The children also enjoyed face painting and a visit from Santa Clause.

Museum fromJ-1 ,00 a.m .. to 4;00

p;Ut,} poJlabo~~ti ye,P'.atfrier..siar~i

Racial

Con&iess of
Equ~Hty;'i lte
L os ' Angeles Urban ''B'ankeis.
Pepa.r;t,ment •of S9~,ial{Se~vi~e

BAD CREDIT?

Subscribe & Advertise

• Have you been denied credit?
• Are your interest rates too high?
• Is your bad credit holding you back?

GAIN\[{egiotits, Depktifuen{6r

Program,

Socia.I Service GROW
the City- ofLA.,D~pL 9f ;f.'ublii

J?.ePartm~~fp~i~]1afi~i!}!~)

Work,s
LA Jpb Corps Center, Employment
Development DepL, , C,ompfon
CoU~g:e; LACoµnty Office'.,:Qf

WE CAN H ELP!

Education,·City '.fiou~irig ~titlJ'.oricy;;

Humanitf I,;A,

Habit~f . for
Community

Bant, Oper~gb~_Elope,

E:~~~~~~=
M¥.ki~g
Opportunity

Clothing• Apparel• Accessories• African Garb

• Identification and repair of inaccurate,
erroneous, or obsolete infonnation on your
credit reports in accordance with the Fair
Credit Reporting Act
• One full year of credit profile counseling
• Our 110% money back guarantee

Take the first step toward your financial freedom.

Qi;94R~, LA

Call Today!
202 E. Baseline Rd.
Rialto, CA 92376

(909) 877-3510
(909) 820-8955
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News You Can Use

Don Paquette

(800) 370-8443

Independent Representative of /CR Serv ices. Inc.™

It's Not Too Late
To Lo.ok Sharp!

December 31, 1999
Join
Cathedral Of Praise
as we celebrate
Dr. Craig W. Johnson
Senior Pastor
Cathedral ol Pra ise

Y4E
The Year 4 Excellence!
Service location:

Montrel Darrell
"Chronicles of the Soul"
EMI Christian Music Group

Get Your "Wondrous" Outfit
NOW!!!

Ramona High School Auditorium
7576 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside
(Free Admission)
Service time:
9:30p.m.

1

Wanda s Wondrous

Work~

Special Guest:
Recording Artist

Montrel Darrett

For all your clothing needs

Formerly with J.P. Kee & Commissioned

322 W. "E" Street
San Bernardino, California

Cathedral Of Praise • 2591 Rubidoux Blvd.,• Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 369-8742

(909) 884-7474

•
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LeVI.~S & i\SSOCIA~
300 Law Firms Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal needs might be. We are
dedicated to helping the African:'.'A merican people

A FREE SERVICE!

RICHARD

F. NEVINS .

(800) 500-7047

Retirement Estate Investment
College Long-term

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

4136 10th Street
92501

;f;;Registered
Representative
~:::
SunAmerica Securities, Inc.
Post Office Box. 7637
San Bernardino, CA 92411

(909) 686-5193
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Sa_muel E. Dey, Jr.,

-· ->/\:::::·:;,- -··-···{:f::f?:::::=-~.

M.D.

Since 1967

$5.00 Haircufs;]pm F ·.<·;
·• ..
$20 Shamp"op,)loll! 'dry,flat,·ifpti:p~fy ·:\ ..
'>,;__ ;:
}' ....
.:::.::::f::;:_:j}=:::·:::~>::i :::::

P.O. Box 5342
Riverside, CA 92517

10265
A◊lhfr~ at Tyler
(909) 689-8916

UNHAPPY?
UNLUCKY?
UNLOVED?
Spiritual Reader and Advisor

SERVICE •

ONE DAY

ALTERATION

Driving While Black
Just like an illness with9ut health insurance coverage can
financially wipe a family out, so can unexpected legal -cost

99¢

ONE DA, CLEANING

Call for free question
and
Spiritual enlightenment

Low cost legal protection is now available

SPECIAL

SERVl<.E

MASTER TAILOR ON SITE

l)RAPERY
Per Pleat Lined
Must present coupon with
incoming orders, not valid with
other offers.

LeVIAS DOME LOANS

$2.50
$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.00

Blouses

Laundry Shirts
Pants

Suits

Over 50 mortgage bankers working with Le Vias and
Associates, we will refer you to a
mortgage banker that specialize
your particular need. Refinancing,
home loans or consolidation. If
you own a home we will get you a
loan.
A Free Service

Dresses

• Preventive Legal

Get a second chance to build good credit with an american fair credit association membership and an afca VISA® card.
You must be employed 1he last three months and earn at least $900 per
month with no derogatory credil in the las1 six months. afca membership is

required 98% of our members are approved for an unsecured VISA card!

Call (909) 509-5672 today'

VISA card issued by Uni1ed Credi! National Bank of Sioux Falls, SD, or
Richland State Bank of Bruce. SD. afca is a regis1ered Affinily Program.
Each a/ca Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

Serving The Inland Empire
Stan Scott
Manager

(310) 535-2363

Pre-Paid Legal

Grove Colonial
Mortuary

~

.,ii\1

738 East Highland Ave.
San Bernardino, CA

(909) 882~1288

"We' re balancing the scales"

{909) 656-4131

Credit Problems? . ·

• IRS Audit Legal

For infonnation and membership applications call:

23080 D-220 Alessandro
Blvd • Moreno Valley, CA•

·sv APPOINTMENT ONLY

'~ ••
• Fax 883-4846

FD894

Teer One
Properties
A Re,u/enlial

&'•

Commercial Real ...,
Estate Brokerage •i;;:;

(800) 500-7047
& B TAX SERVICE
(Since 1980)

• Motor Vehicle Legal Services
Services
• Trial Defense Services
Services

Gary L. Rafe

(Silk X-tra)

in

~

Unfortunately statistics still show that sometimes you or
your teenage children's only crime is

A-1 · C .LEANERS

BARBARA
Do you need advise? Do you need answers?
She solves all affairs of life
Helps in money luck business and marriage
Also brings back lost lovers

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

"Serving the Community with Quality Care and
Expert Service"

✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available

10205 H ole Ave., #C, Riverside, CA 92503

Office Hours
By Appointment

AMihgtoh

✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage

NO Security Deposit for a/ca members!

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

co,;•~l:'a;oM~: .~~~:~;,

GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

CALL 909-683-1468

Fax 909•889-8015

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

·•·•.·'· :. )t,..si:i~~~·(3~

Life, Health, IRA, Keough Burial,
Auto, Home Owners
Cal. Lie. #0341370

Ph. (909) 369-9752
Fax (909) 369-9252

909•496•1167

Member Pacific Exchange,
NASO, SJPC

~ 1bdelh

II

:l{HARDY BROWN

ti l=AUOUAl2Tl=l2~

LEON CARRIGAN, JR.
Insurance Agency ·

of.

expenence...

LAW OFFICE OF

Mike Teer

AFRICAN FASHIONS

6am - 6pm

Colton Funeral Chapel
·I 275 N. LaCadena Ave.
Colton, CA

(909) 825-0570

& MORE

/Y
\[;

FD1031

Phone/Fax

for Residential Appraisals ···· ' -·
Notary Public
Property Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

3585 Main St., Ste. 212
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 784-1342

Fully Computerized
Fast Refund, Electronic Filing
Notary & Fax
State & Federal

YALC DESIGNS

(909) 682-4942
1385 Blaine • Suite #16 • Riverside •
California • 92507

i·~

rr.!;:;;::;;~
GIFT CERTIFICATE
Massage. Facial, Gift Basket
WWW. INTLday$1)a.C.Otn 793«9080

INTERNA11ION/\L
6kin

~

Body Cate

A Worid Class 6ay Spa

Low Rates
23650 Hemlock St. #10
Riverside, CA 92507

Office (909) 683-7732
Voice Mail (800) 208-1541

ilfl(T

I~~.

Insurance &
Securities Specialists

✓ Low Cost Insu ranee
• ✓ Low Downpayment
✓ Low Monthly Payment
Commercial • Auto • Home • Life • Health

CRESCENT

Great Home and
Auto Packages
Available

CITY

MONE M. SWANN
Broker/Agent
License # OC03720
5955 BROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
92506
PHONE (909) 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400
PAGER

(909) 340-5078

gram's

CREOLE

Subscribe & Advertise

RESTAURANT

mission
bar-b-que

9395 Monte Vista
Ave.
Montclair~ CA 91'763

·palace

(909) 682-6070
WHY IT'S

NEW LOCATION

,,

So Gooo:

• Extensive menu of
over 100 made from
scratch recipes
• Carefully prepared to
the strictest standards
• Only the freshest,
highest-quality ingredients are used
• Food is prepared at
each restaurant location
• Made in family size
quantities throughout
the day,to provide you
with the freshest meal
possible •· everytime.
• Beverages and
desserts always ·
included in one low
price.

Hours:

Monday-Thursday
·•it•••~ffl~,;,,~ 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00
p.rri.
Friday: 11 :00
a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00
p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00
p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Variety And Value

For fte Wllele fulily.

(909) 482-9566

Featuring
Down home cookin'

Grand Opening
Hours: Monday-Wednesday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Open 7 days a week
'

(909) 782-8219
Mobile Catering Service Available -- Anywhere -- Any Time
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion - All Occasions

(Montclair)
390 McKinley Avenue
Corona, CA 91719

3527 MAIN STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.
YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS

(909) 273-0573
'I

J

Holy Land's Holiday Service
You are invited to come and worship at Holy Land C.O.G.I.C.
Christmas Day Fellowship Service, December 25, 1999 at 11 :00
a.m. and New Year's Eve Fellowship Service, December 31, 1999
at 9:00 p.m. Holy Land Church of God in Christ is located at 1024
N. "G" Street, San Bernardino, Superintendent Lenton H. Lenoir,
Pastor and Founder.
·

AVAILABLE TO
SECTION 8
1 Bdrm/1 Bath Apt. - Air. Stove. Refrigerator.

s395 per mth.
1134-1160 l'Jo. Mayfield Ave. - San Bernardino, Ca lifornia. Call: Dayar Williams, Mgr. at (909) 889-5983.
/ ' 12 -2 12 9. 12 16 . 12 23. 1230
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Sweet Honey in the Rock Sings for Change i
The Black Voice News

years, Sweet Honey's versatile Woodard is Chair of the Sweet
performances ir,clude jazz, Honey in the Rock benefit, the 70
reggae, rap, traditional African person Host Committee features
and doo-wop genres - with five an array of community, corporate
voices, hand and foot percussions and entertainment leaders,
and the rich, silent music of a ',. including Lisa Nicole Carson
Sign Language Interpreter. The •from Ally McBeal; singergroup is renowned for uplifting, songwriters Jackson Browne,
electrifying live performances in Holly Near and Bonnie Raitt;
venues ranging from Carnegie Congresswomen Loretta Sanchez
Hall to music festivals around the and Lucille Roybal-Allard;
world.
Emmy-winning NYPD Blue
Acclaimed actress Alfre director Paris Barclay; and
Richard Foos, President of Rhino
Records.
Proceeds from the concert will
benefit Liberty HilJ's Fund for a
new Los Angeles, providing
-g rants to grassroots community
groups that are creating
Pholo by Dwight Caner
i nnovative solutions to urban

LOS ANGELES
Sweet Honey in the Rock, a sixwoman ensemble whose music
has its foundation in spirituals,
blues, hymns and gospel will
perform at the Wiltern Theatre,
located on Wilshire ;tnd Western
in Los Angeles , in a benefit
concert for the Liberty Hill
Foundation on Friday, January 28,
2000 at 8:00 p.m.
Performing steadily for over 25

Sweet Honey In The Rock

The 'lylsha Miller Steering Committee
Commemorating the 1st Anniversary
of the tragic death of Tyisha Miller
presents a

Community Remembrance
& Appreciation Dinner
~~~:{}~~;t{(:~/f:;:;:::
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3 -Day Shut In at
Salvation Christian
Ministries

Tuesday, December 28, 1999 • 4:00 p.m.
::~;:~;:

Kansas Avenue 7th Day Adventist Church
4491 Kansas Avenue, Riverside CA (909) 274-9860

Donation: $12.28

.

Tickets are $125, $50 and $25.
For more information or to make

RIVERSIDE

off

Start the ne w ye ar
right
with a three day shut in, prayer
and fast at Salvation Christian
Ministries on January 1, 2000
throi.rn h January 4, 2000,
beginning at 6 :00 p.m.
H os te d by P astor A.V.
Johnson, e veryone is welcome
to spend three days at the altar
seeking God for direction, in
a ll a re as of your life. "What
y o u d o now will affe ct you ,
your family and the world for a
long tim e," s ta tes Pastor
Johnson. " We must make the
rig ht decisions."
Bring comfo rtable, v e ry
w a rm c lo thing Uoggers, etc.),
b e d roll , ple nty of bla nke t s,
Bible, and pe rsona ls (show~rs
o n premises).
Pas t o r John so n s ta tes, b e
prepared to pray through to -the
a n sw er
not ju s t
a
breakthrough ."
Salvation C hristian Ministries
is loc ated at 3 17 W . L a Cadena
D rive, Rive r side . For more
information, contact (909) 683-

The Black Voice News
ATLANTA, GA

"The Fifteenth Annual Stellar
Gospel Music Awards," 'honoring
excellence in Gospel music, will be
held at the Atlanta Civic Center on
January 8, 2000, in Atlanta,
Georgia,
for • the
second
consecutive year. This celestial
tribute features a talented
congregation of stars from Gospel
music and television. An exciting
two hour special, this glorious
musical event is centered around
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 's
Birthday. The "Fifteenth Annual
Stellar Gospel Music Awards" is
scheduled to air nationwide from
January 14 to February 6, 2000.
The global community has been
greatly infl uenced and impacted by
gospel
music .
This
new
millennium extravaganza salutes
the fi nest in Gospel music with a
phenomenal line- up of celebrity
talent set to perform and present.
Go sp e l legend Bobby Jones ,
Gospel artist Donnie McClurkin
and Gospel diva Vicki Winans will
host the 2000 Stellar Gospel Music
Awards. They will be joined on
stage with incredible performances
by Yolanda Ada ms , Ri c hard
Smallwood & Vision , Gospel
Gangs taz, Ki m Burrell , L amar
Campbell & Spirit of Praise, Five
Young M e n, Kirk Whalum
featurin g Paul Jac kson Jr. , The
Mighty Clouds of Joy, Nan cey
Jackson, Mississippi Mass Choir
and New Direction.
Thi s
year's · star-stud ded

presenters will include Kirk
Franklin, Dottie Peoples, Gladys
Knight, Spiritual Pieces, Ametria,
Dawkins & Dawkins and Luther .
Barnes. Also included in this year's
celebrity line-up will be Mathew
St. Patrick ("All My Children"),
Terri !- Vaughn ("The Steve

BECOME

The last s e rvice of the Mille nnium will be celebrated as Rev. Ralph
Fairley will spe ak and the first service 12:30 a .m. will be with Rev. Fred.
Fairley.
A candle light s ervice will bring in the New Year. There will be activities ·
galore . New Hope is locate d at 1575 W. 17th Street in San Be rnardin9.
For information) call (909) 887-2526.

Receive
$ 520 - $1,200
Trainµig & Financial Support Available
International Foster Family & Adoptions_Agency
. Several Locations in the Los Angeles and Inland Empire
areas.
For Orientation Call

(909) 427-9635
(88 8) 449-4608
8:00am - 8:00pm
Se Habla Espanol

Join Your Local Newspaper
The Black Voice News
Celebrate

Martin Luther King,
Jr's Birthday
January
2000

Following the service the re will be a candlelight breakfast he ld in the
fe llowship hall._For information ca ll (909) 887-1718.

2 nd Ba ptis t Rive rs ide will hold a wa tchnight s e rvice . Re v. Grant is
we lcoming a ll to come for the last Mille nnium s e rvice. The churc h is
located at 2911 Park Ave nue contact the church for time (909) 684-7532.
PALM S PRINGS & INDIO

Life Cha nging Mini stri es has an
opening for a Music Director.. If you
have experience in leading a choir,
band and praise team, then this job
may be for you. This position pays a
weekly salary. If _interested, please fax
a resume to 909/882-2898, attention
Laura Reddix. For.further information
or questions regarding responsibilities,
pl eas e call the church office at

Look at the Statue in Riverside,
CA -~. in front of City Hall. Pick
one scene on his robe depicting
·.· the struggle and write a 150 word
essay.

The best essays_will be published in our Martin Luther
King, Jr. Special Edition, week of January 17, 2000
Winners will be notified, (please have a photo available)

SECOND BAPTIST

2840.
ADVERTISEMENT

Win $100, $50 or $25
·tor :the best essay.

ST. PAUL A.M.E.
St . Pa ul A.M.E. will ho ld a uniqu e Mill e nnium watchnight service
beginning at 6:00 p.m. with a cultural Kwanzaa ce lebration conducted by
the youth . They will then have a feast a nd move into a religious se rvice,
s inging, preaching, praying, testifying, and reading the word of God,
Twelve midnight will find the congre gation on the ir kne es praying in the
New Year.

Harvey Show"), Elise Neal ("The :
Hughleys "), Trina M cGee-Dav is :
("Boy Meets World ") , Denn is :
Haysbert ( "Now & Again ") ,!
inspirational author and speaker,
Iyanla Van z ant and E dafe:
Blackmon ("For Your Love").
1
I
:

AFOSTER PARENT

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church will hold a special Year 2000
celebration on Friday, December 31, 1999 beginning at 4 :00 p.m. There
will be adult a nd youth dra ma presentations featuring ENHANCEMENT,
a singing group from Pomona and speakers, Rev. Larry Morris, and Rev.
-Pleas ant in the afternoon and evening. The family rally will begin at
10:00 p.m. with Rev. Manue l Scott, Jr. speaker.

reservations, call (310) 453-361 :
1, x. 111.
.
:

15th Annual Stellar Awards Commemorates MLK B-Day :

Ar~a Churches Celebrate Watch Night Services

Th e Black Voice News

909/882-3277.

poverty, violence, racial tensions
and discrimination.

Pa lm Springs and Indio Churches will ha ve special Mille nnium services
in the desert. Pastor J e rry Johnson of the Lily of the Valley COGIC will be
the s peake r for th e Palm Springs se rvices to be he ld a t S t. Paul
Episcopa l church, 125 El Ala meda . For information call We ndy Call (760)
251-9577 o r Pas tor Johnson (760 ) 3 25-1779 . The Indio churc hes
services will be he ld at Second Missiona ry Ba ptist in Indio, 443640 BL!rr
Street, Ricky WiUiams Pastor (760) 347-3853.
CHURCH OF RELIGIOUS SCIENCE
The Church of Re ligious Science Rive rs ide in Fairmoul')t Park will hold a
beautiful Christmas Eve candle light service.

Send to: MLK Essay
, P.O. Box .1581
Riverside, CA 92502
or e-r:nail to blackvoice@eee.org

All students are eligible to enter
For questions contact (909) 682-6070
Deadline January 4, 2000

~--~-~-------.....---------------------------..---------------------------------------,
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Bethel AME
Church

Life CHURCH

OF

Goo IN CHRIST

Mt. Rubidoux SDA
Church

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard•
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-LJFE
"Celebrating 12 Years of Ministry"

SPECIAL A N N OUNCEMENT

SUNDAY S E RVICES
Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service

Thursday, December 23, 1999

PageA-7

LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
Enrollment open for Preschool & Kindergarten
students. Call to register.

8.00 am.
9:45 a.m.
I0 :4~ • _m.

Women f n Prayer

After Sunday Secive
Prayer M eeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m .
Bible St udy
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

7pm

5595 Molino Way
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-1757

Pastor Ron and LaVette

New Year's Eve Watch
Night Worship Service
December 31, 1999 • 9:00 PM
at the Riverside Municipal
Auditorium

Weekly Order Q[Service
Saturday Service
Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

WEEKLY SERVICES
9: 15 a .m.
9: 15 a'.m.

11 :00 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

Marc K. Woodson
Senior Pastor

A Church on the Move for God/

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

. 5694 Jurupa
\ Ave.
, Riverside, CA

1355 W . 21s t. Stree t
San Bernardi no, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

Community
Baptist Churc l1

5860 Arlington

Avenue

Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352--4196 • OFFICE
(909) 3 52-4538 - FAX

5970 Limonite Avenue
Rive{side, CA 92509

(909) 682-4407

Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p .m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

M unf ord,M. Div.

Second Baptist Church

Center Foursquare Church

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, CA

(909) 359-0203

Office: (909) 684-7S32 • FAX: (909) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
£-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

W EEKLY SERVICES

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

•. ·..:
8 .·30 a.m ...:t?>:·.·(Aduh s only)\:••..·..

8:30 a.m . ·
9:45 a.m. Rev. Michael and
1O: 15 a.m. Sherrie Edwards
7 :00 p .m .

Valley Fellowship Seventh
Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

JO am.

7:30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
10:15 a.m .

Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, II

7 p.m.

Crossroads
Community Church
(Located in the theater)

4300 W. Green Ri ver Rd .

Corona, Californ ia

(800) 650-5557

Sc111vuu Or Stl?'\:'.ltn
Sunday Services
11 :00 a.m.
Sunday School
9 :30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Studyl0:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

.N,£,W. &ntwuj,
9Jap,tiM efuvicfi

Trinity Baptist Church

54 I3 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-517 1

"A chu rc h where everybody is
somebody"

Sch edule o f Se r v i c e

Dr. Jackson M. Doggette,
Jr. Pastor Emily Doggette Saturday
151 Lady
Week ly Wo rs hip & Cel e br at io n
Se r v ices
4 :0 0 p. m .

THE BOOK OF Acrs

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
( 909) 656 -4015

Sun. School
Sun. New Members' Class
Wo rship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
T hursday

5:00 pm
7:00 pm

Dr. & Mrs. George
King

3100 N. S ta te_Street/ P.O . Box 7067
San Bernardin o, CA 92510

Sunday· School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00a.m.
Wednesday

Refreshing
Spring Temple

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989
1
San Bernardino, CA 92410

SERVICE TIMES:
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship Servicel0:15 a.m.
BIBLE STUDY

Every 3rd Tues. (Focus on the Family)
Every 2nd Tues.
7:00 p m.
Wed. Night
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

Sundov
Morn. Warshi p 11 :00 a .m.
Ev•. Worship
7 :00 p.m.

9:45 a.m.
9:45 a .m.
8:00 a.m.
11:15 a.m.

WEEKLY ORDER 9E SERVICE:
Prayer:Tuesday
9:30 a.m.
Thursday
5:30 p.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday
6:00 p.m.

(909) 784-0860

Bible Study

OO..:f -02 4:J

12 Noon

com• and be relr••h•d•

7 :00 p .m.

Prayer Meeting
Praise/Worship
Miracle Service

Evangelistic Serv. 7 : 30 p .m.

12:30 - 1:30 PM
1570 AM
for

Wed. 7 :00 PM
Sat. 11 :00AM
Sat. 6:00 PM

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD

Senior Pastor

Church

9:00 a .m.

~

9:00 a.m.

(909) 682-9960
,:·

Pastor William &
Jamettza Carter

N'Reffeatc9 ~ u t;.t__,, ~
12345 Mountain Ave., Unit U

\(:

Church School9:00 a.m.
Worship 10:00 a.rn.

Uniting God's People

.

--

S un d ay Morning W9rship

1580 1 Harmon Street
(Services at Arnold H igh School)
R iverside, CA

.

(909) 597-7134

Dr. D.C. Nosakhere
Thomas

1 block west of Archibald and
1 block south of 9th Street

March Field Christian Church

.( .

9 :45 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

SUNDAYS

(lo•• Frldoy of eoch month)

WEEKLY SERVICES

.SVNPAX SERVICES:

Sund~y School .
Morning Worship

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME

8768 Helms Avenue, Suite B
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729
(909) 603-4041 • RainbowCPC@aol.com

FrJdov

"If ploc• wh•r• oil mov

!The Ultimate in Gospel Music

To HEAVEN W1TH REV. LEROI
LACEVSUNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM

(DO"►

7:00 p.m.

Services

3 600 Park Ave .
Riverside, CA 92 5 0 7

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life.

HIGHWAY

Pa...,or Harn•,· &
:\l r.o. lle an , o nes

Rainbow Community Praise Center

Week/v Services

·~
James B. Elll s, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

11 a.m.

Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org

WEEKLY S ERVICES
9:30 am
11 :00 am
5:00 pm

St. Timothy Community
Church

1

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study

Schedule of Service

WEDNESDAY

Pastor Eullas J.
James

JhMlyhnJHI

4009 Locust (at 10th St.)

Weekly Service

reeding Program
,Bible Study & Prayer

Donnell Rickey
Jones, Pastor

Wednesday Services

(909) 874-5152 - Fax
S ATURDAY
f"ellowship, Prayer & BibleSrudy
praise Service & Divine Worship
•Youth Service

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worsh i p 8:00 &: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study &: Prayer Wed. 6 p.mJ
Thurs. 12 Noon

9:00 a.m.

Prayer Services
7:00 p .m.
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
"'Second in Name, First in love"

(909) 874-5851 - Church

M ONDAY-FRIDAY

Noonday Prayer
12:00 p.m.

N"~~w Beginnings

(909) 779-0088

Wind of the Spirit Worship

Slm1ku

Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

" The Healing Place"

W EEKLY SERVICES

Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes
Wo rship
Children's Church
Thursday Bible Study

6:00 p.m.

S unday:
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00a.m .
YPWW

AMOS TEMPLE CME

92504

Sunday
Worship Services
8:00 a.m.
lla.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

OF TaE
OF

·Goo IN CHRIST

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509
(909) 276-8374
Gibson

Sunday Worship Serv,ces
8am, 9:45am, 11 :30am, & 7pm
Sunday School at 8am & 9:45am
Wednesday Bible Study· 7:30pm
Fr,day Fellowship Services• 7 :30pm
(ever 1st & 3rd)
Prayer-Tues thru Friday-6am, 12n,

L IGHT

W ORLD CHURCH

Chino. CA 91710

(909) 628-0112
WEEKLY SERVICES

WORSHIP AT A CHURCH OF

Children 's Church-Sun.
Tuesday Bible Study
8:45 p.m.
Women's Mini stry
l st &
3rd
Wednesdays of the M on th

6:45-8

YOUR CHOICE

LET THEM

p.m.

Men 's
M i nistry
2 nd
Saturdays of the M onth

KNow, You SAW

IT IN THE BLACK VOICE

News

8:00- 10 a.m .

and

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL
MUSIC COUNTDOWN - THURSDAYS AT
I

,
t

9 PM

call

Don't go to war without wise guidance; there is safety in nzany counselors. Wisdom is
too ,nuch for a rebel. He'll not be chosen as a counselor!

1(909) 688-1570

Proverbs 24:6-7
The One Year Bible
WE ST CO VINA

•

Start Your
Subseription
.
Today For ~nly
S35 (In State)

!ADDRESS:

IPHqNE: (

)

Send Check or money orde r to:
Black Voice Ne w s
Subscriptions
P.O. Box 1581
Rive r side, CA. 92502

Murph Chapel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
138 l Pass & Covina Road
West Covina, CA 91744
(626) 917-3686
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick
Sunday Worship8:00 a.m. & 11 :00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m .
Bible Class
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Choir Practice
7:30 p.m.
Bowling
6:00 p.m.

RIVERSIDE
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 KansasAvenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
9:15 a.m.
Song Service
9:30 a.m.
Sabbath School
Church Service
11:00 a.m.
Adventist Youth
Mt. Mori.ah Baptist
R,v. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Devotion· & Worship 10:45 a.m.

Evening Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
Communion and Baptism every l st Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. LE. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
Sunday Service
9:20 a.m.
Round Table Prayer
9:30 a.m.
Sunday school
10:50 a.m. ·
Morning Worshlp
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Wednesday)
Teachers Meeting
6:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
Prayer Meeting
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Bible Study

New Vasions Christian Community
Church
1846 1 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area)
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 687-7454
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson, Jr.,
M.Ed., M.Div
Sunday
Christian Growth Class 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship & Praise I 1:00 a.m.
Wednesday
Prayer & Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Thursday
_Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.

SAN BERNA RDINO
Holy Land COGIC

1024 N. "G'.' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381 -2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:30 am
Morning Worship:
11 pm
Evening Worship:
7 pm
Pastoral Teaching:
8 pm Tues.
Evangelistic Worship: 8 pm Th
New H()pe MBC Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 887-2526 Church
(909) 887-5406 Fax
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. Pastor
Sunday Services
Morning Worship7:00, 9:30 am & 11: 15 am
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am
N.B.C.
5:00 pm
Evening Service
6:00 pm
Wed. Prayer Servicel2 noon & 6:30 pm
New life Christian Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Church School Hour
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m.
Tuesday
Bible Study Hour
6:30 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m.,
"Gospel Time" TV Bro~dcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday 8:00 p.m.

.

SERVICE DEPT.
OPEN
MON. thru FRI.
SATURDAYS 8-2

SERVICE DEPT.
OPEN
MON. thru FRI•.
SATURDAYS 8-2

''99 Mercur, ·Tracer ·
MSRP .. .. .. .. . .$13,790 ,
Freeway Discount ....500 1
Facto~ Rebate .....2000

.,,

.20-nn Mercury Mysti

ALL NEW 200OMercury Cougar ·.

MSRP- -:-.· .· .. ... ..$17,745 r- Freeway Discount .. . 1,300
Factory Rebate . .... 1,000

·

i

_$15.445 ,
oR AS LOW AS 0. 9%For 36 mo.

(

C..to••rl'rfa

1 at this prtce

Vin. #Y5600156 ,

Vin. #YK603028
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Shaun King tries to
get off a pass as
Raider Darrell
Russell (#96)
applies pressure.

PORTS
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Raiders Overcome

ccaneers Keep Hope Alive

Oakland leaves fans
frustrated and bewildered, at what could
have been. Raiders are
still in the playoff hunt.
.By LELAND STEIN Ill
Black Voice News !Sports Editor

OAKLAND - Anyone of the 46,395
in attendance at the Network Associates
Coliseum, could attest to this fact, ·the
R~iders are an enigma wrapped in an
enigma.
Venturing to an Oakland Raiders '
game against the Tampa Bay Buccaneers -- or any NFL team -- is always
an experience. The tailgate parties, the
food, the fans grabbed in silver & black
and; most of all, wondering which
Raiders' team will show up, makes the
occasion an event.
The interrogative question "What's it
all about Raiders?" is one that has too
many answers and most of them are
bad.
For one, Tampa Bay .s:ame into the
eontest riding the strong wave of a sixgame winning streak and they were ·
firmly planted atop the National Football Conference Central Di vision.
Included in the Buccaneers streak were
masterful wins over "Black & Blue"
division rivals Minnesota and Detroit in
the pass two weeks.
However, somewhat surprisingly, the
Raiders were primed to put out an
effort that resulted in a 45-0 upset victory. Oakland's spanking of Tampa Bay
(9-5) was like a stiff-cool breeze blowing off the Pacific Ocean -- it awaken
t~e somewhat slumbering Raiders (7.
Photo by Gary Montgomery - BVN
7), who had lost close games in the G_ANGIN' UP: Raider defenders James Harris (#93), Grady Jackson (#90) and Greg
fourth quarter to Green Bay, Buffalo, Brekert team up to sack Tampa Bay's rookie quarterback Shaun King (#1 0).
Denver twice,.Kansas City and Ten_.
"We won six in a row and we didn't offense that seemed to finally be
.nessee.
•disintegrate
overnight," Tampa Bay rolling, came to a sudden halt. King,
The possibilities and the endless
coach
Tony
Dungy
said. "We're going who lost for the first time since his
speculation ran rampant in the bewildered Raiders' press box, as reporter

after reporter asked, "What if the
Raiders had performed like this all season?"
The Raiders ' season has been a fin ger nail away from a tackle that could
have stopped an opponent's drive, an
inch awax from getting a necessary
fourth do n to keep a drive going, a
dropped interception that would have
~topped an advancing opponent. What

if . . .

.

"We can't dwell in woulda ... coulda .. shoulda," said the Raiders' 320
po nd All-Pro defensive tackle Darrell
l}-:ussell. "We have to get ,back to work
:nis week and focus on the future. We
have two games left and we need to
worry about what's in front of us."
·Added Raiders' All-Pro receiver Tim
Brown: "It's the kind of game we felt
we could have played all year. This is
what we ' re capable of doing , If we
don't make the playoffs, we're going· to
look back at this game and say this is
the W?-Y we could have played all year."
The win over the Buc.c aneers arrested the disturbing Raiders' trend of los- ·
ing close games. The Silver and Black
knew coming into this game they
would be in a very competitive contest,
in spite of the fact Tampa Bay would be
starting a rookie quarterback, Shaun
King, who was starting only his third
game.

to bounce back. We haven't been in a

junior season at Tulane in 1997, was

game like this in a while. We just 17-of-29 for 142 yard and was sacked
couldn't get anything going. But I don't four times.
think it will have a long-term effect if
"The key is to get this out of our syswe win next week."
'tern and come back next week," King
Added Bucs safety John Lyn·ch: said.
"They took it to us. They ran it right
down our throat. I don't know if you
can treat ·a game as an aberration and
let it go, but we're a good football team
and we just ,didn't show up today."
Lance Johnstone returned King's
fumble 13 yards for a score and Tyrone
Wheatley ran 30 yards for a touchdown
following Mike Alstott's fumble for the
Raiders , who got two touchdowns
apiece from Wheatley and Napoleon
Kaufman.
Kaufman had scoring runs of 75 and
17 yards, Wheatley added a three-yard
scoring run, Tim Brown caught a 20yard scoring pass from Rich Gannon
and Joe Nedney kicked a 26-yard field
goal in his Raiders debut.
Kaufman had 122 yards on eight carries and Wheatley had 111 yards on 19
rushes against a defense that entered
the game ranked No. 2 in the NFL.
Meanwhile, the Bucs had forced 19
turnovers and converted them into 54
points during their club-record sixgame winning streak that ended against
Photo by Gary Montgomery • BVN
the Raiders.
WORKHORSE: Raiders' Tyrone. Wheatley
Tampa Bay did not get one turnover
rushed for 111 yards and two touchagainst the Raiders , and the Bucs gained
downs.

Photo by Gary Montgomery • BVN

GOOD HANDS MAN: Raiders' receiver Tim
Photo by Gary Montgomery - BVN
Brown is having another All-Pro season for CORRALLED: The Buccaneers absorbed a sound whipping from the Raiders but still are
the Silver & Black crew.
atop the Central Division with a solid 9-5 record.
'
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judgement of putting the
musically myopic Christopher
Cross on stage with the awesome
Bryson and Oleta Adams and the
unjustified ego of Melissa
Manchester may have influenced

the Cerritos holiday concert.
Amazingly, he returns every
By Taylor Jordan
single year and, with the help of
such wonderful friends as Jeffrey
Harmonic excellence returned
<;)sborne, Al Jarreau, Sheena
to the "Colors of Christmas"
Easton, Roberta Flack, Michael
McDonald, Aaron Neville and
Patti Austin, holds each audience
in the palm of his hand and
center of his heart.
Peabo
Bryson
is
like
champagne, a fine bubbly that
, tickles something wonderful
inside of you. He has the same
charming grace with children and
adults, women and men and a
persona that dominates the
performances no matter how
gifted his holiday partners may
be.
Bry son, probably Cerritos'
most popular entertainer, will
return to center stage to headline
its New Year 's Eve concert at
7 :30 p.m. Dec. 31. Blue-eyed
sou l artists Max Carl and Big
Dance will also be on the "Party
of the Century" bill that includes
an interqational buffet, comedy,
music and dancing. Tickets and
reservations: (562) 916-8500.
Peabo Bryson
The playful brother love
holiday series at Cerritos Center first-timers from the 1998 show
between
Ingram and Bryson kept
for the Performing Arts with the deciding to avoid this year's
the
"Colors"
concert light and
winning combination of vocally "Colors" concerts. It was not a
amusing.
But
make no mistake:
talented Peabo Bryson, Dionne sold-out house, but those who
Warwick, James Ingram and skipped the show will certainly these men are musically serious
Deniece Williams.
hear about what they missed and never miss a beat whether
Add the constancy of musical from the wi se ones who ldt singing a dynamic duet, crooning
with Warwick or Williams, or
director Gail Deadrick and the Cerritos singing and smiling.
controlling
center stage as solo
rich accompaniment of the
"Colors" not only put you in
Maranatha Community Choir the holiday mood; it causes you artists.
Ingram surprised concert-goers
and you ' ve got a holiday treat to re-exam in e and hopefully
by
easing out on stage with a
that restored the ambiance of a practice rapdom acts of kindness
new,
bald look (he let three of his
season filled with spiritual love, throughout the year.
six
chi
ldren shave Daddy's
special bonds of family and
Bryson, of course, is always a
friend s and a time when peace wonder and the single element head). And it works. Ingram's
reigns in the hearts of humanity.
that makes "Colors" worth every alternately zany antics and
The
poor
promotional penny and minute you spend at intense vocals, especially on his
CERRITOS

gospel-tinged treatment of songs,
kept things interesting.
Warwick, who has been known
to be obnoxious with fans and
colleagues in the past, has
mellowed with age. Gorgeous
and gracious, her manners finally
match her impeccable voice.
In more than three decades of
being at the pinnacle of
recognizable talents, Warwick
still delivers a song with vibrant
vigor and romantically enticing
ease. Her voice and her songs
SM 1.$UCfllttl

IIIIIIHC

close your eyes and spiritually
transport yourself to other times
and plaoes when you and
someone special first heard her
sing.
Her elegan , simple attire add .
to the class a t she has become.
This lady has more hits than any
combination of artists and also
finds time to champion charitable
causes, including the fight
against AIDS.
And, ahhhhh, last but cenainly
not least, there was Deniece
Williams. Although her admitted
love of " Big Mama's biscuit~"
made her too-tight-across-thestomach evening gown a bit too
much to behold. that three-octave

and your heart rejoice.
Williams climbs to the top of
the vocal scale and dances
delightfully around on the
mountain peaks, much to th~ awe
of listeners blessed to hear her in
live concert. This reviewer was
twice blessed, having heard her
wow the crowd at Bonelli
Regional Park 's fall Family
Music Festival.
Each time she sings, you want
to shout "Let's Hear It For the
Girl, Deniece Williams!"
Individually, Bryson, Warwick,
Ingram and Williams show you
the wonder of consummate
entertainers. Together, they are
trulv mal!ical.
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AND AT A THEATER NEAR YOU.
CONSULT YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.

$10,465.00 in FR££IDVIJD/Oryf
AIIADKG-FBEETBAIIEJCJUBBUSINESS
Cash In on the BllllON DOllAR travel industrv todavl
Maka over $2,000 a week on one easv sale a davl
We provide everything you need to get started in the lucrative travel club business. Training manual, camera ready
ads, full-color brochures and much more! You can become
wealthy using our exclusive travel club marketing system!
We are so confident in your success that through this
"ONE TIME SPECIAL OFFER" we will send you your first
$10,465 IN INVENTORY FREE!

AMAZING MONEY MAKER • $49.95 One year
SelrHotels Etc. travel
.

club memberships for...

95

• $89. Th_ree year
• $129.95 Five year
• $299 Lifetime membership

YOU KEEP All THE MONEYI Re-order price only $9.95 ea.
•

Make A Fortune
Saving Travelers
50% on Travel Costs!

Your Hotels Etc.
distributor kit
includes one
year, three year,
five year and
lifetime memberships that can
generate up to
$10,475 when sold!.
YOU KEEP ALL THE MONEY
FROM EACH SALE!
Your customer is an instant
member once you sell them this
membership. Sell memberships at
any price you wish. Keep the
names of your members and
receive all renewals.

LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP
MAKE $299 PROFIT
ON EACH SALE
37 included FREE
In your kit. ·

------------------------Fax check or credit c~rd order to: Fax# 1-800-464-5203

Your only requirement to receive this AMAZING FREE TRAVEL BUSINESS
and $10,465 in FREE Hotels Etc. Memberships, is that you
~
sign up for our 'Virtual Office and Travel Club Marketing System." This i:;:-[.
system does the selling for you! Your web site and fax on demand
""":---'
are customized with your name and address, for customers
~
to send their orders and money to!
ONLY ~

Your virtual office and travel club marketing system Includes:
♦ TOLL~FREI! VOICE MAIL • TOLL-FREE FAX-ON-DEMAND

s2

♦ HOTELS ETC. WEB SITE ♦ FREE E-MAIL ACCOUNT

95

I
■

NO RISK
10-Day Money
Back Guarantee

Vesl Please rush your complete travel club business opportunity. Including training manual, camera
I ready ads, full-color flyers, 250 full-color business cards, radio commercials and $10,465 In FREE
Hotels Etc. travel club memberships. I have enclosed $29.95 for my first months virtual office service. I
agree to continue my virtual office service for a minimum of 12 months at $29.95 a month.
I understand that you will bill the credit card or checking account enclosed for the monthly payment of
$29.95 on the first week of eac;:h month until canceled by me in writing.

D I wish to pay monthly for my virtual office service. Enclosed is my first months payment of $29.95.
D ·save $120! Enclosed Is $239.40 payment in full for my first year virtual office service.
Please Print
Cre~i~

;~~~ I

I I I I I I I I I I ·1 I I I I

Name
, Address _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
City/St/Zip_ __ _ _ __ __
Phone

-----------------

No

com::::rat;on

experience needed!

1•800•322-8963

I

rnto

Order 24-Hours
7 Days a Week

Order by PHONE:
FAX: Fax your check or credit card order to fax#: 1-800-464-5203
INTERN ET: www.hotelsetc.com/voice/order. htm
MAIL: Hotels Etc. 2350 Miracle Mile 188-357, Bullhead City, AZ. 86442

tiiiil I

... :,..t-.u-.c~~~.!!'~~~~ ~
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at a
By Samuel Williams Jr.

afternoon, Williams said , "no
comment"

From a white ivory casket, Tyisha
OFFICERS UNOFFICIALLY
Shencc Miller no longer heard a
REVEALED
hail of bullets crashing through her - Riverside's Press Enterprise,
aunt's car window; just the sweet unofficially identified four of the
notes of gospel hymns cascading five · officers involved in the
calmly about her from the piano at shooting. According to the Press
New Joy Baptist Church.
Enterprise, "they were disclosed by
Miller's funeral on Saturday various sources who are familiar
marked the end of physical suffering with the investigation."
for her but from the pulpit directly
Riverside police spokesman Chris
above where she rested, words from Manning would not confirm or deny
community leaders indicated only whether the officers mentioned were
the beginning of the fight to bring to the ones involved in the shooting.
justice her executioners.
The supervising officer at the
Inside the church, every seat was shooting scene was Sgt. Gregory
filled, as were folding chairs, while Preece and it is alleged he arrived at
many stood in the back. Outside, the scene after the other four
because of a ban on television officers. Preece was not one of the
cameras, news crews waited for 2 shooters.
1/2 hours for sound bits and footage.
The officers were unofficially
The memories' of Miller were identified as Michael Alagna, Dan
fond. Her obituary said, "Tyisha was Hotard and Wayne Stewart.
very outgoing. As a membe/of According to the Press Enterprise it
'Positive Project Peer Pro&ram' at is still unclear if all officers fired
the church she worked w,ith the their weapons. A fourth officer
younger children."
/
remains unidentified. Of the four
I "Tyisha was a wonderful girl with involved, two the men have less
a strong family structure." Missy than two years experience and the
Karen Washington said," she was other two have less than five years'
spunky, full of life, loving and experience.
caring." Washington is the president
The explanation given the Press
!of Young People Willing Workers of Enterprise by Police Chief Carroll
the RFG COGIC and worked
closely with Miller.

1st Anniversary Commemoration Dinner Planned
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

The Tyisha Miller Steering
Committee will Commemorate
the 1st Anniversary of the tragic
death of Tyisha Miller with a
community remembrance and
appreciation dinner on Tuesday,
December 28, 1999 beginning at
4:00 p.m. at Kansas Avenue 7th
Day A dventist Church, 4491

Tyisha Miller

Kansas Avenue, R iverside, CA.
A donation of $12.28 is asked for
the dinner.
Attorney Johnny Cochran and
·Rev. Al Sharpton have confirmed
attendance at the dinner.
Following the dinner, will be a
prayer mass.
For more
information, contact (909) 2749860.

i

NAACP ABSENT
Rev. Bernell Butler, Miller's
cousin, directed his frustration at the
absence of representation by anyone
1
in the Riverside NAACP leadership.
."It is hard to thank God when no
one from the NAACP shows up for
hi s funeral." Butler said,"There is
time for a change in many areas, and
that time is right now."
Riverside community activist
Tanya Humphrey voiced her
concern as well.
"I believe It's time for the city of
Riv erside to question Eunice
Williams' fitness to continue as
president of the NAACP,"
Humphrey said.
Blac k Voice News called the
NAACP national office inquiring
why there was no representation but
was to ld there would be no
comment and referred Black Voice
News back to Williams.
Williams was reported to have
been at a breakfast sponsored by the
NAACP the morning of the funeral.
In a brief conversation with the
Black Voice News Tuesday

File Photo

Family members at gravesite.
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File Photo
Protest march with Martin Luther King, Ill, Rev. Al Sharpton, Danny Bakewell and others.

had overtures of Pontius Pilate and
inmates running the asylum.
Carroll's statement sounded as if
Preece's hands should be washed of
•responsi bi Ii ty for th e shoo tin g
because Preece "was on the scene
for a very brief period of time" and
at th e point of hi s arrival "the
officers had formulated a plan and
felt an urgency to move up to the
car" and perhaps couldn't intervene
because "he was being contacted at
that time by the family."
The prevailing question appears to
be why, as the supervising officer,
didn't Preece overrule the plan and
put o ne in place based on th e
experience that earned him his rank?
appears at that point the officers
us urped Preece's a uthority,
relegating him to human barricade

duty.
And as history dictates, "the plan"
bordered on lunacy to the tune of an
estimated 27 shots (actual count is
being withheld by Carroll), 12 of
those direct hits and three rapid ly
fata l wounds. In fact, DeWayne
Butler's eulogy mentioned that "one
or several shots hit a police vehicle

parked 50 feet away."
Assistant U.S. Attorney Michael
Gennaco who heads the civil rights
division for the U.S . Attorneys
office told the Black Voice News he
is "supervising the investigation
personall y" and "it is still in the
early stages but the Riverside police
department has been very helpful."

It

Grover Trask Calls Miller Shooting Justifiable
By Cheryl'Brown

District Attorney Grover Trask, with trembling in his voice, told the world
at a press conference that he was not going to indict the four White police
officers who brutally murdered Tyisha Miller as she was sitting in her car in
medical distress on Dec. 28, 1998.
Trask accused the officers of "gross misconduct and a poor plan," but said
what they did didn't meet the letter of the law for indictment. They are now
free, after their paid vacations, to go back on the street.
Trask who held the police report for over four months waiting for the
community furor to calm down, admitted his office did a review of wha't the
internal police report given to him by Chief Jerry Carroll said. He said "we
were not satisfied with the police department report so we got additional
officers." He said his review was extensive and he· impaneled a grand jury
to get testimony from some of the witnesses who wouldn't come forward
for fear of being killed themselves.
Chief Jerry Carroll acknowledged the District Attorney's office release of
its find ings with Chief Carroll stating: "The DA' s findin gs are not the
conclusion to inquiries into this matter... The Riverside Police Department
continues its administrative review of the shooting. State law limits the
am9unt of information that can be released in a personnel review. We will
release those results that we can provide as soon as they become available."
Trask ass igned Attorney Mike Soccio and two senior investigators to help
in the cover-up of this shooting. We say cover-up because it is what has
been done from the beginning. They covered-up the crime scene with
blacktop, they couldn't develop the film that they gave the policeman who
did the shooting to take pictures of the crime scene.
Bill Lockyer, State Attorney General, at a meeting sponsored by Black
Voice News, said using the same information that was provided by the
police department his 12 top people came to the same conclusion as the
DA, but he said he would not rule out another criminal investigation on
another level. Lockyer said it is highly unusual that the Riverside Police
Department would investigate themselves. He was very critical of the
racism that has been uncovered in the Department a nd has told Chief
Carroll and Mayor' Loveridge it must be cleaned up. "The city has opened
itself up to a major civil lawsuit," he said, noting that they may have to
change the name of the.City to Johnny Cochran.

I

"

File Photo
District Attorney Grover Trask during
press conference.

File Photo
Alleged gun in Miller's lap.

Protesters Pray on Riverside Freeway
By Cheryl Brown

Cochran F1"les c1·v1·1 su·1t 1.·nM"1ller Slay1·ng

"No Justice, no peace, no skinhead police," was the chant of a vocal
group of 70 people as they began their typical rally at City Hall. Monday,
however, ended months of predictable behavior. Even the television crew By M. Fred Minter
from KTLA Channel 5 couldn' t find out in advance where the marchers .,,
were going or what they were doing. Bernell Butler <::onfided later as they ''
The case of Tyisha Miller, the young Black woman who l~st her life at
got closer to the freeway the Lord spoke to him to just go ahead and the
gr~up stopped traffic on the westbound 9 1 freeway at 9th street in the hands of Riverside police has taken an inevitable tum. Trial attorney
Riverside. "Remember I parted the Red Sea and held the great waters Johnny Cochran announced this week that he has filed a Federal Civil
back," said Butler invoking Biblical text, as he gave the signal to go and a Rig hts laws uit o n behal f of the Mill er family. T he s uit seeks
group of over 50 joined him. For 5 minutes they prayed in a circle compensation for the unconstitutional and torturous conduct of police
demanding a grand jury investigation of the four policeman who shot officers of the Riverside Police Department. An undisclosed amount of
Tyisha Miller in the back 12 times last• December 28, 1998, and then compensation is bei ng sought. But more than the money, Cochran
allegedly made derogatory racial comments about her and her grieving declared that the death of Blacks at the hands of law enforcement is out of
relatives. "They arrest us for nothing and these me n can kill and then make proportion to similar situations involving Whites. In his statement, he
derogatory comments and nothing happens, they should not be above the stated that "back east we have a phrase -- enough is enough," meaning
these incidences of murder of Blacks at the hands of law enforcement
law. There are people in jail 25 years to life for stealing a loaf of bread,"
throughout this country must end. We must take a stand against injustice
said Butler.
'
not just for Black Americans but for all Americans. Cochran referred to
With the Holy Bible held high by one of the lead marchers and nonthe racial aspects of the case, "they said it was like a Kwanzaa gathering,
violence constantly preached by whomever had the bullhorn, the marchers
that they engaged in a Watts death wail and they used black bullets (first
exited the freeway but not before stopping traffic for about 15 minutes. As
reported in Black Voice News)," said Cochran.
they were exiting one officer hollered "get moving" but most were already
"We waited patiently for the Riverside authorities to conduct their
up the 14th St. off ramp. Most people on the freeway gave thumbs up and
investigation. But, they concluded that their officers handled the situation
way to go but a couple of rambunctious marchers tried to respond to a
in an approp riate m ann er. Thus , we are callin g for a full federal
couple of motbrists who made derogatory jestures and cussed at the group.
investigation by U .S. Attorney General Janet Reno," Cochran stated.
Upon leaving tile freeway, the group was met with an armored tank and
Citizens need to take action to insure the civil rights of all citizens.
several police units. Hot and thirsty, they stopped and purchased water and
Family spokesperson Berne! Butler vowed to stage public protests on the
cold drinks at the 14th Street Mobil gas station before marching on to the
steps of the Riverside police headquarters every week until this issue has
police station and disbursing without incident.
been thoroughly investigated.

What's Going On 'Round Town
January 1, 1999, Two of the
desert's most luxurious resorts - the Renaissance Esmeralda
and Hyatt Grand Champions -will play host to what promises
to be one of the hottest
millennium parties anywhere:
New Year's Jazz at Indian
Wells. A production of Just
Jazz, the 12th annual, four-day,
All-American jazz and blues
blow-out will run December 29,
1999 through January 1, 1999,
and will feature 21 bands and 80
hours of music and dancing plus
' parties.
two New Year's Eve
Headliners for the once-in-alifetime mega bash include the
incomparable Grammy and
Emmy Award-winning vocalist
Nancy Wilson: Grammy Awardnominated pianist Marcus
Roberts and his esteemed trio;
W.C. Handy Award recipient
Rod Piazza & the Mighty Fliers;
the reigning monarch of Zydeco,
Queen Ida & Her Bontemps
Zydeco Band; famed jump blues
pioneer Floyd Dixon; and the
sizzling 23-piece HMA Latin jazz
big band. The Renaissance
Esmeralda is located at 44-400
Indian Wells Lane, Indian Wells,
CA.
ifhe Hyatt Grand
Champions is located at 44-600
Indian Wells Lane, Indian Wells,
CA. Indian Wells is 17 miles
east of Palm Springs. For a free
brochure or information about
New Year's Jazz at Indian
Wells, visit www.justjazz.org or
call (562) 799-6055.
February
10-12,
2000,
Youthquake presents "The
Eleventh Hour 2000" at the
Hyatt Regency Alicante, 100
Plaza Alicante, Garden Grove.
Special guests speakers will
include Eld. Marvin Sapp, Elder
C. Shawn Tyson, and Bishop
Norman
L.
Wagner.
Registration including hotel
room is $75 per person for one
night, $120 per person for two
nights and $165 per person for
three nights. A non-refundable
deposit of $40.00 is due by
December 19.
For more
information, contact Youthquake
Headquarters at 1175 W.
Foothill Blvd., Rialto or 1-877260-8068 ext. 700.
March 29 - April 2, 2000, The
7th Annual Cowboy Poetry and
Mu sic Festival at Historic
Melody Ranch™ Motion Picture
Studio. Enjoy the magic of the
Old West with performances by
Michael Martin Murphey, the
Bob Wills' Texas Playboys, Red
Steagall, Joni Harms and more.
For Festival information and
ticket information, call toll free
(800) 305-0755.

Volunteers
The Salvation Army of Ontario
is seeking the public's help with
food and financial donations for
its
annual
community
Thanksgi ving Day Meal on
November 25. Captain Darren
Trimmer of the Ontario Salvation
Army antic ipates serving 600
meals this year, which will be
served from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Army's church facility at
1412 S. Euclid Avenue in
Ontario. For more information,
please call (909) 986-6748.

Classes
The
Small
Business
Development Center is offering
a two-hour workshop on
December 1, from 9:00-11 :00
a.m. which focuses on the
newest loan guarantee program
from the SBA. There is no
charge, but reservations are
re,quired. For more information,
contact (909) 628-2247.
. Meditation,
the
Sacred
Journey, facilitator Na'lmah D.
Powell, M.D., RSCP. For preregistration contact Myra Allen
(909) 789-1738.
Dispute Resolution, T he
Dispute Resolution Center, is
currently seeking comm unity
members to train as volunteer
mediators. Qualified volunteers
who commit to the program will
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receive 32 hours of training to
become · cert ified mediators .
There is no cost for the
certification . The fee for the
mediation training class is
$150.00.
Classes are
scheduled
Tuesday
and
Thursday from 6:00-9:10 p.m.
For more information, call (909)
955-4903.
Literacy
Program,
the
Riverside Public Library Literacy
Program has a new component
to their literacy services. This
new project is called READ UP
and is designed for children
ages 7-12 who are having
trouble in school with reading
and need some extra help.
Workshops will be October 19,
21, and 23 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
To reserve a space or for more

information, call
Sharon St. in San Bernardino. For more
Clements at the publ ic library, · information, call (909) 882-0082.
(909) 688-9302.
Teen Group Sessions, held
Tuesday and Thursday, 4-6 p.m.
Support Groups
held at Tri-City Violence
The Community Counseling Prevention Outreach Center,
Center at Cal State , San 980 S. Bloomington Ave., Ste.
Bernardino
is
making 8, B loomington . The group
appointments for adults facing discuss conflict reso lution;
such issues as· depression, violence prevention, effective
anxiety, traumatic life changes, community skills and more. For
relationship problems and eating more information, call (909) 820disorders. A $10 fee is charged 0400 or (909) 381-3471.
for each SO-minute counseling
session. For more information,
Bookmobile
call the Community Counseling
Center at (909) 880-5569.
Schedule
Option House, Inc. offers
support groups for women who
are victims of Domestic
Violence. Support Groups are
free and confidential, Sundays
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m., Mondays
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Groups are
held at Domestic Violence
Outreach Center, 3333 North "E"

Residents in rural and remote
areas of Western Riverside
County w ill enjoy more
convenient library service
provided by a newly launched
bookmobile operated by the
Riverside County Library
System.

Tuesdays

Quail
Valley
Bible
Church/Project Lift, 28780 Quail
Place, Quail Valley - 3:00-3:!45
p.m. biweekly.
Menifee Elementary School,
26301 Garboni Rd , Men ifee 4:00-4:30 p.m. biweekly.
Wednesdays

The Farm , 21376 Pecan ,
Wi ldomar - 9:45-10:30 a.m.
weekly.
El Cerrito Elementary School.
7581 Rudell Rd, El Cerrito 11 :30-12:15 weekly.
Home Gardens Elementary
School. 13550 Tal ton Ave. ,
Home Gardens - 2:45-3:15 p.m.
weekly.

Trail, Wildomar - 2:00-2:30 p.m.
biweekly.
Wildomar Elementa ry Schoo l,
21575 Palomar St. , Wildomar 3:00-3:45 p.m. biweekly.
Butterfield Elementary School,
16275 Grand Ave. , Lakela nd
Village - 11-11 :30 p.m. weekly.
Aguanga General Store, 45140
Highway 79 South, Aguanga 2:00-3:00 p.m. biweekly.

Thursday

Butterfield Elementary School,
16275 Grand Ave. , Lakeland
Village - 11 -11:30 a.m. weekly
C linton Keith & Pa lomar,
Northeast corner, W ildomar 12:30-1 :30 p.m. biweekly.
Windmill Farms, 33625 Mission
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Taken from a children's
handbook by Marilyn Quail
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Kwanzaa was started in1966 by Dr. Maulana
Karenga. He felt that we as
African American people
needed a way to celebrate
our personal and group
achievements.
The
celebration has its roots in
African traditions, but is
designed for us as African
Americans so we can
understand the importance
of our people in all history,
and so that we can accept
our duty to contribute to
that history.
There are seven symbols for
Kwanzaa.
They are
Kikombe Cha Umoja (unity
cup), Mkeka (mat), Kinara
(candle holder), Mishumaa
Saba (seven candles),
Muhindi (ears of corn),

principles (Nguzo Saba).
They are Umoja (unity),
Kujichagulia
(self-•
determination),
Ujima
(collective
work
a~d
responsibility), Ujamaa
(cooperative economics), Nia
(purpose),
Kuumba
(creativity), and Imani
(faith).
Kwanzaa is a time for
African American people to
celebrate their cultural
heritage. The celebration
lasts for seven days, from
December 26th to January
1st.
The celebration
includes candle lighting,
discussing the principles,
crafts, arts, food, dance,
talk, and, most importantly,
making promises (and
keeping them throughout the
year) to live by the
principles.

··<

Someone Like You, ACelebration of Kwanzaa
By Cheryl Brown
The Black Voice News

Kwanzaa is picking up steam.
This year, an Arabesque BET
Book series featured Someone
Like You by Jacquelin Thomas a
local Rialto resident.
The story is about a
disfunctional Black family who

moved their boutique from
Baldwin Hills to Beverly Hills
and got rid of all their Black
employeess . The new culture
required them to treat Blacks as
many department stores do
today and follow them around.
This comes to a head when a
local Black newspaper and the

community start picketting the
store when a upstanding Black
citizen was arrested and charged
with shoplifting and he was just
returning a jacket that his son
bought "hot."
Th is lead to a greater
sensitivity on the part of the
Black owners to their own

In writi,n g the story, Author
Thomas said she knew nothing
of Kwanzaa but he r research
found it to be a very thought

culture and they felt the problem
could be solved by having a
Kwanzaa celebration.
In the process of finding out
about the holiday, the family
was brought closer together and
the comm unity had a greater
sense of pride and those who
never knew love finally found it.

provoking, healing event that
celebrated the culture of African
Americans.

Kwanzaa MuSical CD Is A Blowout!

· By Cheryl Brown
The Black Voice News

: There is a new musical CD
· : featuring music for Kwanzaa
that has everyone who hears it
: very excited.
"It is wonderful. The quality

is g reat and we as a family
really enjoy the music, words
and message," said Attorney
Marilyn Quail of Rancho
Cucamonga who celebrates the
cultural holiday every year. "It
is a time for my family to

review the last year and to set
goals for the new year. Last
year one of my children had the
goal of bringing a "C" grade up
to an "A" setting goals made it
possible," she said.
Quail and others are asking
who is responsible for such a
quality product. Charles Mims
then steps up to the plate. Mims
a professional producer, music
writer said he didn't know much
about Kwanzaa when he started
earlier this year. "I knew of the
holiday and that it was started
by Ron Karanga and then I
heard an explanation of the
seven principles," he said.
His research took him to th e
public library. There he found
the information. There was a
segment of the Black population
who didn't know but would
benefit from the principles. "I
wanted to focus on the
principles and not be burdened
with th e rituals," he s aid ." It
started out for children but as I
was sharing with adults they
liked it just as much so I
changed th e titl e from

Children's Kwanzaa Album to
Kwanzaa for Young People and
Everyone Else," he said.
Something
e lse
began
happening when he was sharing
the music he' d written. Non ..
Blacks began li steni ng and
many have purchased the CD as
gifts for their kids.
Everyone who hears it really
likes the softness of the music
and the meaningful words . One
teacher he said called him up
and had her students sing a song
they ' d learned over the phone
for him.
Mims credits are long he is the
producer for six of Patrice
Rushen's albums and has played
keyboard for Quincy Jones,
Diane Reeves, Tracy Chapman,
Denice Williams, Kurt Wailen,
Willie BoBo, Doc Severnson
and others. His formal training
from 6-18 years of age was in
classical music . He attended
Lon g Beach State University
and is a graduate of the famous
Loc ke Hig h School in Lo s
Angeles.

Kwanzaa Symbols

Kikombe Cha L)moja
(Unity Cup)
Mkeka (Mat)

Kinara (candle

Holder)

Mazao (fruits &
vegetables)

Zawadi (gifts)

Muhindi (corn)
Taken from a children 's
handbook by Marilyn Quail
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Jacquelin Thomas

Kwanzaa Greetings from the White House
By William J. Clinton

As we·look forward to the new
millennium, we must not lose
The Black Voice News
Warm greetings to everyone sight of the va lues and
traditions
that
have
celebrating Kwanzaa
With roots in th e an c ie nt strengthened and sustained us in
history and cultural traditions of the past. The seven principles
Africa and celebrating such of Kwan zaa -- u ni ty, se lffundamental American va lues determination, collective work
as un ity and self-determination, and responsibility, cooperative
this joyous annual festival economics, purpose, creativity,
reflects the diversity that gives and faith -- can be invaluable
our nation much of its strength tools in teaching us how to live
and resi lie nce. Eac h year together in the 21st century as a
during Kwanzaa, millions of communi ty, in harm ony with
ano th er
and
our
African Americans gather with one
··:, family and friends to celebrate environment and in humility
' their rich heritage, to reaffirm before God.
Hillary joins me in extending
the bonds of family and
community, and to give thanks warmest wishes for a joyous
to our Creator for the beauty Kwanzaa and every happiness
in the coming year.
and bounty of life.
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Thanksgiving 1999:

. orongo dia11 Tribe
R eaches Out To
F
·es Need
T HANKS A FRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY FOR SUPPORT
Los ANGELES, CA • Morongo tribal members distnbuted approximately 400 Thanksgiving turkeys to needy families through local African American churches at the Watts
Leaming Center in Los Angeles recently. Over the holiday, the Morongo tribe provided
more than 20,000 meals for low-income families and individuals in California through
organizations like the Watts Leaming Center, Los Angeles Mission, Para Los Ninos and
United American Indian Involvement. This is the t~ird year in a row that the tribe has
undertaken this effort.
Unemployment and welfare once ran high on the Morongo Band of Mission Indians'
reservation. Today, self-sufficiency created by tribal gaming on their own land, enabled
them to help others in need this Thanksgiving.
According to project coordinator Karen
Waters, the Morongo tribe's donation
helped double the number of meals served
to Los Angeles homeless and hungry this
past Thanksgiving.
"The Morongo Indians know and understand what difficult times are all about.
Like many of the families we are trying to
help, our struggles are far from over," said
_Mary Ann Martin Andreas, Morongo tribal
chairwoman. "Through tribal gaming, we
have become self-reliaht and are now able
to provide for our families and reach out
to others in need. We also want to thank
the Black community for their tremendous
I
support of Native American self-reliance.
African-American leadership and organizations have stood by California Indian
tribes in their fight for economic self-sufficiency."
Last year a broad cross-section CaliCongresswomen Maxine Waters with
fornia national and state level Black leadMary Ann Martin Andreas, Morongo
ership including Congresswoman Maxine
Tribal Chairwoman
Waters , Con gress woman Juani ta
Millender-McDonald, Jr., Assemblyman Kevin Murray, Assemblyman Rod Wright, Congresswoman Barbara Lee, California Schools Employee Association chapter president
Rodena Clark, Minority Health Institute president Richard Williams, Assemblyman p d
Vincent, Reverend Cecil Williams of Glide-Methodist Church, political consultant Karen
Waters, black activist Juande Ragsdale-Blevins and Watts/Century Latino Organization
president Arturo Ybarra all came together in support of Prop 5 to protect Indian gaming
on Indian lands.
"November is national Native American Heritage Month and African-American support of Indian self reliance is now helping to make a new chapter in Indian history here in
California," said Andreas.
·
Recently, Morongo tribal members met at the Los Angeles Mission to assemble holiday
food baskets for house bound families. The dinners, which contain such Thanksgiving
staples as turkey, will also hold a special Thanksgiving message of good will from the
tribe. The tribe also helped serve a special Family Day Thanksgiving and presented a
donation to United American Indian Involvement, an organization that provides support
services for Native Americans in Need who
live in Los Angels.
"Our tribal members wanted to volunteer for the organizations we were helping, so that they could put faces to the
people who were served. By working directly with the Los Angeles community, we
would like to build friendships. Los Angeles does not have its own Native American tribe, so we hope to fill in as an honorary one," said Andreas. In 1997 , the
Morongo Indian tribe began a Thanksgiving Outreach program, providing funds and
meals for low-income and homeless individuals in Los Angeles and San Francisco.
This year, the tribe has greatly expanded
their contributions to Southern California
.c harities. Support will be provided for Para
los Ninos, which provides educational programs for at-risk children, and to United
American Indian Involvement, which hosts
Dynamic Duo:
support services for Native Americans livProject Coordinator Karen Waters
ing on the skid row.
with mother Maxine Waters.
Thanksgiving turkeys were distributed
to hundreds of low-income African-American families through Los Angeles churches,
and donations helped support Thanksgiving food programs hosted by Eagle's Haven Church
and Morongo Faith Chapel, located near the tribe's reservation.
"We appreciate the support that has been provided to us as we've worked to improve
conditions on our reservations. We are proud to be in a position now where we can help
other people. The Thanksgiving holiday was inspired by Indian friendship and it feels
right now to extend a helping hand," said Thomas Lyons, Morongo's vice chair.

f'

Congresswoman Maxine Waters with Damon Sandoval, Tribal Council member and Proposition lA Steering Committee, and Mary Ann Martin Andreas
hands out food basket to parent.

of

Morango Tribal Chairwoman, Mary Ann Martin Andreas speaks to participants.

Community children enjor dance routine wth dancing clowns at food giveaway.

Eugene Fischer
Founder, Watts Learning Center

Saundra Porter Fischer
Principal, Watts Learning Center

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH· The Pal Center of San Bndo is offering employment for low-income youth, ages 18 to 21 year
olds, who reside in San Bndo Cnty. The youth will be paid $5.75 per hour. For further information call Jacqueline White at (909) 887-7002, ext. 126.
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CLASSIFIED
MEDIATE DON ' T
LITIGATE Solve
Disputes, Save
Court Costs- Free
Consultation ( 909)
681-4885.
p.1212, 1219, 12116, 12123, 12130

Coordinator,
CBET/English
Language
Learners
Fontana Unified
School District
Salary: $66,583 - $79,400 /
annual, 220 days/year
Fringes: Medical, Dental,
Vision, Life Insurance
Contact: Lois J. Nash,
Director of Certificated
Personnel
9680 Citrus Ave., Fontana,
CA 92335-5594
(909) 357-5000 ext. 7194,
FAX (909) 355-2056, TDD
(909) 357-5018
Applications must be
received by no later than:
3:00 p.m., Wednesday,
January 5, 2000

Middle School
Assistant
Principal
Fontana Unified
School District
Salary: $62,974 - $75,100 /
annual, 205 days/year
Fringes: Medical, Dental,
Vision , Life Insurance
Contact: Lois J. Nash,
Director of Certificated
Person'n el
9680 Citrus Ave., Fontana,
CA 92335-5594
(909) 357-5000 ext. 7194,
FAX (909) 355-2056, TDD
(909) 357-5018
Applications must be
received by no later than :
3:00 p.m., Wednesday,
January 5, 2000

Middle School
Dean
Salary: $57,285 - $68,314 /
annual, 195 days/year
Fringes: Medical, Dental,
Vision, Life Insurance
Contact: Lois J. Nash,
Director of Certificated
Personnel
9680 Citrus Ave., Fontana,
CA 92335-5594
(909) 357-5000 ext. 7194,
FAX (909) 355-2056, TDD
(909) 357-5018
Applications must be
received by no later than:
3:00 p.m., Wednesday,
January 5, 2000
p.1219, 12116, 12123, 12/30

WQRKATHOME
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN,
EARN AN EXTRA
$400 - $1,000
DOLLARS
CALL (909) 854-1155
P.1219, 12116, 12123, 12130

WANTED
.

'

.

Director Musician who is
capa ble of playing the
following instruments: organ,
, piano, and k ey board piano.
Please contacl Rev. Felix
Carter, Jr. at New Light
Mi ssionary B aptist Church ,
16100 Touplo Ln., Moreno
Valley, CA 92551
Office (909) 243-8443
Fax(909)243-9254
p.12123, 12130, 1/6, 1/13

LEGALS
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
GLASS HOUSE
5635 Lucretia Avenue
Mira Loma, CA 91752
Trev Cale Edmonds
5635 Lucretia Avenue
Mira Loma, CA 91752

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
M & S DISTRIBUTION
1414 Clemson Way
Riverside, CA 92507
mailing address:
Post Office Box 56023
Riverside, CA 92517
Solaiman "M" Amaira
2209 Oleander Avenue
Upland, CA 91784

This business is conducted by
Individuals-Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/... Jerry Kobeszko
s/ .. .Stella Kobeszko
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with 1he County of
Rwerside on 11/29199.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998269
p.1219, 12116, 12123, 12130
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ADVANCED PRIVATE INVESTI•
GATIONS
20128 Fallen Leaf Drive
Perris, CA 92570
David Joe Strait
20128 Fallen Leaf Drive
Perris, CA 92570
'

Maher (NMN) Alghorani
1414 Clemson Way
Riverside, .CA 92507
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictious business name(s) listed
above.
s/...Solaiman M. Amaira
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with 1he Coupty of
Rilerside on 11123/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998183
p.1212, 1219, 12116, 12/23
The following perso~(s) is (are)
doing business as:
H.C.CUPPER
77095 Desi Drive
Indian Wells, CA 92210
mailing address:
Post Office Box 951
Palm Desert, CA 92261

This b uslness is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above on
November 15, 1999.
s/... David J . Strait
(909) 940-1159
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
n~me in. violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with 1he County of
Rilerside on 12/06/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998438
p.1219, 12116, 12123, 12130
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
AROUND THE CLOCK NOTARY
AND TYPING SERVICE
4520 Park Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
malling address:
2906 Cridge Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Natasha Yvonne Rose
2906 Cridge Street
Riverside, CA 92507

Mada Brown
77095 Desi Drive
Indian Wells, CA 92210

Fontana Unified
School District

-

Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above
s/.. .Trev Cale Edmonds
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
hame in violation of the rights of
another under federal , state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with 1he County of
Rilerside on 11/16/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L.. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998022
p.1212, 1219, 12116, 12123

This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Reg istrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictiou s business name(s) listed
above.
s/... Mada Brown
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal , state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)

Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 11 /19199.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-992404
p.1212, 12/9, ,2116; 12123

This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/... Natasha Yvonne Rose
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights ot
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with the County of
Rwerside on 11/18/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is <!I
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998096
p.1219, 12116, 12123, 12130

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
NOVAK URGENT CARE
80-545 Highway 111
Indio, CA 92201

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
AMERICAN
SKATE
BOARDS.COM
124 Cape Elizabeth Way
Riverside, CA 92506

Steve (NMN) Novak
43-840 Chapleton Drive
Bermuda dunes, CA 92201

Teresa Maria Tafreshnia
124 Cape Elizabeth Way
Riverside, CA 92506

This business is conducted by an
individual.
Registrant commenced to transact b,usiness under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above on
May 17, 1998.
s/... Steve Novak
(760) 347-9221 (business line)
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with 1he County of
Rwerside on 11/30/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-992464
p.1219, 12116.12123, 12130
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TECH SERVICES
24407 Ridgewood Rd.
Murrieta, CA 92562
mailing address:
25060 Hancock Avenue
Suite 103-363
Murrieta, CA 92562

Arthur Francisco Hurtado
7750 Big Rock Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509
Th is business is cond ucted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the flctl·
tious business name(s) I isted
a6ove.
s/...Teresa Tafreshnia
s/... Arthur Hurtado
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with 1he County of
Rilerside on 12/03/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state·
ment on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk
FILE NO. 998410
p.1219, 12116, 12123, 12130
The following person(s) Is (are}
doing business as:
GIMME COUPONS.COM
7750 Big Rock Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509

Jerry (NMN) Kobeszko
24407 Ridgewood Rd.
Murrieta, CA 92562

Arthur Francisco Hurtado
7750 Big Rock Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509

Stella Maria Kobeszko
24407 Ridgewood'Rd.
Murrieta, CA 92562

This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to

This business is conducted by an
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS/QUOTATIONS

Notice is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South Coast Air Quality Management District,
21865 E. Copley Drive. Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following:
~

~

Bidder's Conference

Closing Date Contact Person

RFP #9900·12

Independent Audit Services

None .

1121100

RFQ #2000-03

Lab Gas Chromatograph
None
System
Transportable Continuous
None
Emission Monitoring System
to Monitor Emissions from
Stationary Sources

RFQ' #2000·04

1111100
1/14/00

Elisa L. Virgo
(909) 396-2793
Steve Barbosa
(909) 396-2171
Steve MarinoH
(909) 396-2268

PERSONS ATTENDING THE BIDDERS' CONFERENCE SHOULD CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BY
CALLING THE CONTACT PERSON. BIDS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED FROM ANYONE NOT
ATTENDING THE MANDATORY BIDDERS' CONFERENCE.

The RFPs/RFQs may be obtained through the Internet at:
http://www.aqmd.gov/rfp
0

If you have questions or would like a copy of the RFPs/RFQs mailed to you, telephone the contact person.

It is the policy of the AQMD to ensure that all businesses including minority-owned businesses, womenowned businesses, disabled veteran-owned businesses and small businesses have a fair and equitable
opportunity to compete for and participate in AQMD contracts.
Leticia De La 0
Purchasing Supervisor

p. 12116, 12123

transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/-... Arthur Hurtado
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious· business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with the Qiunty of
Rwerside on 12/03/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998411
p. 12/9, 12116, 12123, 12130
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TEER ONE PROPERTIES
3585 Main Street, Suije 212
Riverside, CA 92501
Michael Cecil Teer, Sr.
915 LeConte Drive
Riverside, CA 92507
This business Is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above on
12/89.
s/... Michael C. Teer, Sr.
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with 1he County of
Rwerside on 12/14/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998655 .
p.12123, 12130, 1/6, 1113 ·
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
B&M SALES ASSOCIATES
22780 Brompton Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
mailing address:
Post Office Box 361
Moreno Valley, CA 92556
Cart Jay Dauer
22780 Brompton Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/... Carl J. Dauer
Business Phone: (909) 697-0930
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal , state , or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with 1he County of
Riverside on 12/151!?9.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state·
ment on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998675
p.12123, 12130, 1/6, 1/ 13
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ADVANTAGE
MORTGAGE
CONSULTING SERVICES
4111 Mt. Cantara Cirr,le ,
Corona Hills, CA 92882
Irene Yenchiu Drouin
4111 Mt. Cantara Circle
Corona Hills, CA 92882
This business Is conducted by an.
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) l iste d
above.
s/... lrene Yenchiu Drouin
Business Phone: (714)216-5979
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with 1he c&..nty of
Riverside on 12/16/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the origina·1 statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998708
p.12123, 12130, 116, 1/13

A.1 NOTICE INVITING BIDS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that SEALED PROPOSALS
wi ll be received at the office of
the City Clerk, City Hall, 815
West Sixth Street, Corona,
California 9 2 882 -3238, on
behalf of the Owner, C ity of
Corona, up to the hour of 2:00
P. M . Thursday, January 6,
2000 at whic h time they will
be publicly opened and read,
in the Council Chambers, for
performing the w ork as fol lows:
Santana Regional Park East
Restroom7Concession Facility
and West restroom building
Formal Project No. ~
No bid will be accepted
unless it is made on the Bidder's Proposal form furnished
by the Owner. Each bid must
be accompanied by cash or a
certified cashier's check, or
Bidder's Bond on the bond
form provided by the Owner,
payable to the City of Corona,
in an amount equal to 10 percent of the amount of the bid,
such guarantee to be forfeited
should the bidder to whom the
Contract is a w arded fail to
enter into the Contract and
provide the required Performance a nd Payment Bonds
and Certificate(s) of Insurance
within te n (10) calendar days
after the date of receipt pf
notice of award of the Contract.
A Payment B ond and a Performance Bond, each in an
amount equal to 100 percent
of the total contract amount ,
sh all be required concurrently

Thursday, December23, 1999

w ith execution of the contract
and shall be in the form set
forth in the Construction Contract Documents.
Pursuant to Section 22300 of
the Public Contract Code of
the State of California, the
contract will contain provisions permitting the successful bidder to substitute securit ies for any monies withheld
by the owner to insure performance under the Contract or
to have payment of retention
earned made to an approved
escrow agent at the expense
of the successful bidder.
The Owner is re quired to
observe requirements for public bid and inco rporate such
requirements into the Construction Contract Documents. The followi ng para graphs shall then form a part
of the Construction Contract,
be it awarded.
The C ity of Corona has
obtained from the Director of
the Department of Industrial
Relations the general prevailing rate of per diem wages
and the general prevailing
rate for holiday and overtime
work in the locality where the
work will be conducted. Said
rates are on file with the Ci~
Clerk and will be made available to any interested party
on request. The Contractor to
whom the Contract is awarded must post copies of the
prevailing wage rate at the job
site, and must see that -he and
all subcontractors are paying
said rates.
All bids are to be compared
on the basis of the Engineer's
estimate of quantities of work
to be done, subject to adjustment as provided within the
Contract Documents.
No bid will be accepted from a
Contractor who is not licensed
in accordance with provisions
of Chapter 9 , Division 3 , of
the Business and Professions
Code of the State of California
on the date and at the time of
submittal of the Bidder's Proposal. Contractor shall have
a val id Class 'A' or 'B" Contractor's License.
Contractor
Documents,
including Plans and Special
Provisions, but not including
the Standard Plans or Standard Specifications , may be
obtained from the Parks,
Recr eation and Community
Service s Depa rtment , City
Hall, 815 W. S i xth Street,
Corona, California, 928823238, (909) 736-2491, for, a
non-refundable fee of $50.00
or w ill be mailed upon receiving a ~ check.
The City reserves the right to
r eject any and a l l bids to
waive any irregularity or informality in any bid to the extent
permitted by law, or to award
the contract to other than the
lowest bidder. Bidders may
not wit hdraw their bids for
sixty (60) days after the bid
opening.
For technical . informatio n
relati ng to the details of the
proposed project and/or bidding requirements, please
contact Jonathan Jones, the
Park Development Manager
at (909) 736-2491.
Vicki Wasko, City Clerk
D.ated:_ _ _ __
p. 12123

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
FOR THE CITY OF CORONA
TABER ROAD EXTENSION
&IMPROVEMENTS
BETWEEN COMPTON
AVENUE AND CALIFORNIA
AVENUE
Formal Project No. 34-1099

notice of award of the Contract.
A Payment Bond and a Performance Bond, each in an
amount equal to 100 percent
of the total contract amount,
shall be required concurrently
with execution of the contract
and shal l be in the form set
forth in the Construction Con-.
tract Documents.
Pursuant to Section 22300 of
the Public Contract Code of
the State of California, the
contract will contai n p rovisions permitting the successful bidder to substitute securities for any monies withheld
by the owner to insure performance under the contract or
to have payment of retention
earned made to an approved
escrow agent at the expense
of the successful bidder.
The Owne r is required to
observe requirements for public b id and incorporate such
requi r,ements Into the Construc ti on Contract Documents. The following paragraphs shall then form a part
of the Construction Contract,
be it awarded.
The City of Corona has
obtained from the Director of
th e Department o f Industrial
Relations the general prevailing rate of per diem wages
and the general prevailin g
rate for holiday and overtime
work in the locality where the
work will be conducted. Said
rates are on file with the C ity
Clerk and will be made available to any inte rested party
on request. The Contractor to
whom the Contract is awarded must post copies o f the
prevailing wage rate at the job
site, and must see that he and
all subcontractors are paying
said rates.
All bids are to be compared
on the basis of the Engineer's
estimate of quantities of work
to be done, subject to adjustment as provided within the
Contract Documents.
No bid will be accepted from a
Contractor who is not licensed
in accordance ·with provisions
of Chapter 9, Division 3, of
the Busil'iess and Professions
Code of the State of California
on the date and at the time of
submittal of the Bidder's Proposal. Contractor shall have
a valid Class '/'\ Contractor's
License or a combination of
speciality Class 'C ' license
sufficient to cover all of the
work to be performed by
him/her.

Contract
Documents ,
including Plans and Special
Provisions, but not including the Standard Plans or
Standard Specifications,
may be obtained from the
Public Works Department,
City Hall, 815 W. Sixth
Street, Corona, California ,
92882-3238, (~09) 736-2259,
for a non-refundable fee of
$25.00 or wil l be mailed
upon receiving a $35.00
check.
The City reserves the right lo
rej eel any and all bids, to
waive any irregularity or informality in any bid to the extent
permitted by law, or to award
the contract to other than the
lowest b idder. Bidders may
not w ithdraw t heir bids for
sixty (60) days after the bid
opening.
For techn ical information
relating to the detai ls of the
p roposed project and/or bid ding requi r ements, p lease
contact Steven Enna, the Project Engineer, at (909) 739 4815.
Vicki Wasko, City Clerk

Dated: 12-15-99
p: 12123

The following pe rson (s) is (are)
doing business as:
CHRISTSYDE
15952 Ninya Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA !)2551
mailing address:
Post Office Box 7194
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Maggie Mae Gardner
15952 Ninya Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Roosevelt Sargent Ill
12339 Grenville Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Mickell Tyler
Post Office Box 7194
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Th is business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Reg istrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business nam e(s) l isted
above.
s/...Maggie Gardner
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with the o:iunty of
Rwerside on 12/10/99.
I hereby certify that th is copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 998581
p.2123, 12130, 1/6, 1/ 13

"Pursuant to the Labor Code,
the governing board of the
O.wner has obtained from the
Director of the Department of
Industrial Relations, State of
California, his determinations
of General prevailing wages
of per diem wages applicable
to work, and for holiday and
overtime work , including
employer payment for health
and
welfare ,
pension ,
vacation
and
s i mil a r
purposes, as se t forth bn
schedule which is on file at
t he Clerk of the County of
R iverside
Boa rd ,
of
Supervisors' office, and which
will be made available to any
i nterested person upon
request."
The County of Riverside
reserves the ri ght to rej ect
any and all bids .
The
Contractor will be required,
'per Public Contracts Code
Secti on 3300 and f or this
cont ract, to have a State
Contractor's License.

I t i s antici pated that t his
project w i ll be Federally
financed
by
t he
U .S .
Department of Housing and
Urban Development (24 CFR,
Part 57) and subject to
certain requirements including
payment of Federal prevailing
wages, comp liance with
Section 3 Affi rmative Action
Requ i rements , Executive
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
Order 11246, and others. The
aforementioned is described
County of Rivers ide , herein
i n the Special Federal
called owner, invites sealed
Provisions section of the bid
proposals for construction of:
document.
A dd it i onal
information pertaining to the
AREA RAMP PROJECT•
· Federal requi rements is on
RIVERSIDE COUNTY
f i le w ith the County of
FAIRGROUNDS,
R iverside
Economic
INDIO, CALIFORNIA
Development Agency.

Sealed proposals shall be'
de livered to the R i vers ide
County
Econom i c
Development Agency, 82-675
Highway 111 , Room 211,
Indio, California 92201 (760863-7030) not later than 4·00
p .m . ,
on
Wednesday
De cember 29 1999. to be
promptly opened in public at
said address.
Eac h p r oposal shal l be i n
acco rdance w ith plans ,
spe c i f i cations , and oth er
contract documents, dated
December
1999 ,
and
prepared by the R i verside
County
Economi c
Development
Agency.
Contract documents may be
obtained from the above
address for a non-refundable
cost of $15.00 which includes
mail del ivery. P rospective
bidders may previ ew the
plans, specificati ons a n d
other contract documents, at
no charge prior to purchase,
at th e above offices of t h e
Economic
Development
Agency.

Due to the schedule of the
Riverside County Fair and
National Date Festival, all
work on this project must
be completed prior to
February 1, 2000.
For further information contact
(760) 863-7030.
County of Riverside
Dated: December 13, 1999
By: John T hurman
Title: Principal Development
Specialist
Agency: Economic Development Agency
p. 12123

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY
SO YOU WON'T
MISS
ONE EDITION OF
BLACK VOICE
NEWS

Tobacco-Free Project
Announces Funding for
Mini-Grant Activities
Tri-County South Regional
Tobacco-Free Project announces
the availability of mini-grant funds
to conduct tobacco-free activitiesjn
Imperial , Riverside and San
Bernardino counties.
For more information, call Donna
Newton at (909) 637-3040.
Tri-County South Is funded by Prop.
99, The Tobacco Tax of 1988.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that SEALED PROPOSALS
will be received at the office of
the City Clerk, City Hall, 815
W est Sixth S t reet , Corona ,
C a l ifornia 92882-3238, on
behalf of the Owner, City of
Coro na, up t o the hour of
10:00 AM , Wednesday, January 5, 2 000, at which time
they will be publicly opened
and read in t he Council
Chambers, for performing the
work as follows:

TABER ROAD EXTENSION
& IMPROVEMENTS
BETWEEN COMPTON
AVENUE AND CALIFORNIA
AVENUE
N o bid will be accepted
unless it is made on the Bidder's Proposal form furnished
by the Owner. Each bid must
be accompanied by cash or a
certifi ed cashier's c heck, or
Bidd er's Bond on th e b o nd
form provided by the Owner,
payaliile to the City of Corona,
in an amount equal to 10 percent of the amount of the bid,
such guarantee to be forfeited
should the bidder to whom the
Contract is awarded fail to
ent er into the Cont ract and
provide the required Performance and Payment Bonds
and Certificate(s) of Insurance
within ten (10) calendar days
after the date of receipt of

89.1 FM • Box 3080 ~ Re~lands, CA 92373 ...(909) 792~0721
a broadcast service from the University of Redlands
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CVAACA of Palm Springs Meets Black Voice News
The Black Voice News
INDIO

By Pastor Wendy Call

The Coachella Valiey African
American Clergy Association
(CVAACA) met for a breakfast
meeting with the publishers of
the Black Voice Newspaper
recently to discuss the upcoming
National Publishers Conference,
set to take place in Palm
Springs. The conference is to be
held at the Wyndham Hotel
between January 12-16. This
conference is to have more than
400 Black Publishers attending.
The role of the CVAACA is to
provide spiritual support both at
the meeting and with the
newspaper in general. It was
pointed out that the church has
always had its hand on the pulse
of the community and its input is
often val ua ble and sort after
from those both in the
community and those outside of
it.
Some of the concerns of the
clergy was the availability of the
publishers to meet with the local
youth and share their expertise
and knowledge about journalism
as a whole, which would also
include any stories of struggles
that they faced along the way.
BVN mentioned its upcoming
essay contest which is open to
valley youth - this contest would
offer them both the opportunity
to win cash prizes of $50-$100;
and also to have their writing
abilities
critiqued
by
professionals. The goal of this is
to seek out those young people

who have both a desire and
talent to enter into the world of
journalism.
Other issues addressed at the
meeting included the need for
the Black community to
understand and utilize its
financial ability and power,
including teaching church.
members the importance of their'
dollars both in the church as well
as in the community, how to use
this financial wisdom to help the
individual and the community.
Statistics were given as to the
financial power of the Black
community nationally, such as
the example of 1998 - the Black
community had the revenues that
equaled $441 billion. This would
result in us being ranked as the
11th largest financial group in
America. The goal is to make
our people aware of their
financial status and to use it to
better both ourselves and the
Black community.
Information was also given
about !)Ur need to reconnect·with
our historical roots , possibly by
taking a trip along the
Underground Railroad path .
There was an article in the Feb.
1998 issue that d iscussed the
route taken and the tour that had
taken place.
The spiritu·a1 issues addressed
stressed the importance of
reconnecting with our spiritual
roots as wen. Althoug h there
have been concerns with the
issue of separation of church and
state, the church is oftentimes
the first to be contacted when a
crisis takes place in the

community.
There was also the discussion
of Black people contacting those
advertisers who chose· to
advertise
in
the BVN ,
encouraging their .future
participation with the newspaper
and thanking them for their
support. It would not only
hopefully encourage future
part~c:ipation in the newspaper
but also possibly their desire to
attach themselves to other
comml.!nity events.
It was brought to the attention
of the ,clergy of the presence of
the Martin Luther King, Jr.
statue in Riverside, in front of
the City Hall. The BVN
encouraged both the young and
old to visit the statue. The statue
depicts the civil rights
movement that has affected this
•country over the years.
In closing, the clergy agreed to .
participate in the upcomin g
National Publishers Conference
with th e invocation and
benediction 3 times daily during
the conference , at breakfast ,
lunch and dinner. The BVN will
also try to set up a page in the
upcoming issues that will deal
specifically with the Coachella
Valley. There will also be a
church directory present in the
paper.
The CVAACA looks forward
to working with the newspaper
in the upcoming events and in
the very near future, offering
both prayers and their presence.

Rev. Wendy McCall

Rev. Tehlib McMicheaux

Pastor Jerry E. Johnson

Rev. Clifford Harris

d}•.

Mr. Joseph Beaver

Secondhand Smoke and.Blacks? Who's Prote~ting Our Children?
The Black Voice News

Your IO-year-old da ughter is
admitted to the emergency room,
gasping and struggling for each
breath. You and your husband
stand by helplessly, unable to do
anything to assist your child. The
doctors say Kiesha is suffering a
major asthma attac k, probably
triggered by her breathin g the
smoke from your cigarettes.
Parents who watch their child
during an asthma attack agree that
it's one of the most frighte ning
experiences in the world. But the
above scenario is all too familiar to
many African American families
that permit smoking in their

homes. Asthma is on the rise in
this country and some health
professionals are calling it an
epidemic in A frican American
communities. According to the
America n Lung Associ&tion ,
young
African Americans are diagnosed
with asthma twice as often as
Whites and Blacks are three times
as likely to be hospitali zed for the
disease as Whites.
The California Environmen tal
Protection Agency (Cal EPA)
names secondhand smoke a major
contributor to asthma and other
respirato ry diseases. But as
reported in a study conducted by

researchers at the University of
California, San Di ego, African
American
chi ldre n
were
significantl y less protected from
secondhand smoke in their homes
than other racial/ethnic groups.
Seco ndhand smoke is a
combination of the smoke that
comes from the burning end of
. .v
.
cigarette,
p ipe
or c igar
(sidestrea!TI) and the smoke that is
exhaled by the smoker into the air
(mainstream). A smoker inhales a
mixture of more than 4,000
c hemical compounds. • Many of
these compo unds are poisons,
including arsenic, cyanide an d
carbon monoxide; others are

Our Bodies

Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.D.

F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M.

Merry Christmas
Feliz Navidad
Happy Kwanzaa
From my house to your house
Have a He0:lthy and Happy Holiday
Dr. Levister welcomes reader mail concerning their bodies but regrets that he is unable to answer
individual Letters. Your Letters will be incorporated into the column as space permits. You may direct
your letters to Dr. Levister in ca~e of Voice News, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, CA 92502.

known to cause cancer. When
children and other nonsmokers
breathe secondhand smoke, they
inhale mostly sidestream smoke,
which is 20 times deadlier than the
smoke inhaled by the smoker.
"People who smoke need to stop
exposing their families and friends
to these deadly fumes," said Dr.
C leo Malone, tobacco education
advocate in San Diego. "We must
declare our homes "smoke-free"
and not let anyone light up around
our loved ones. We must get the
word out that it's not okay to
smoke around our families.
Secondhand smoke is dangerous to
their health."
Just how dangerous? Consider
these statistics about secondhand
smoke:
- - Each year, approximate ly
300,000 childre n s uffer from
di seases caused by secondhand
smoke, according to a report from
the California Department of
Health Services. California
c hildren are most' commonly
exposed to secondhand smoke in a
single location: at home.
-- Secondhand smoke contributes
to the deaths of about 53,000
people each year. According to
Cal EPA and other sources,
secondhand smoke has been linked
to asthma, lung cancer, heart
disease, sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS), pneumonia,
bronchitis and emphysema.
-- Nonsmokers exposed to
secondhand smo ke absorb
measurable amounts of nicotine
and other tobacco components into
their body fluids and onto their
lung surfaces. These components
can cause permanent, often
harmful, changes in the genetic
material of cells.
These
components also reduce the bodyfs
ability to de liver oxygen to the
heart and reduce the heartfs ability
to use the oxygen it receives.
For more information about how
you can protect your family, please
call 1-800-NO-BUTTS or the
Afri can A'merican Tobacco
Education Network at 1-888-44AATEN.
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skills as a police officer," said
Taylor.
Dr. Willie Roberts, Retired
Personnel Manager said the hiring
was in "ba_d taste". I don't feel he
(Bugar) deserves anything in law
enforcement. If he's there he'll end
up back in the officer's position."
There is nothing to prohibit him
from going into the deputy field
since he's already cleared security,
the Black Voice found.
Willie Garrett, member of the
Sheriff's Advisory Committee said
he was very disappointed that the
Sheriff would · allow them
(Riverside) to dump that trash in
our County. Being on the front
page of the daily paper sends us a
message. This County is a
dumping ground for undesirable
and as large as this county is they
can hid them in outlying areas."
Garrett went on to say as did
Jacocks that they couldn't believe
Sheriff Penrod knew abo ut the
hiring.
Taylor acknowledged that Penrod
knew about. "The Sheriff did
know, he was made aware and
Co unty Human
Resources
processed him because he was
qualified," he said.
Cecilia Lowe, President of the
San Bernardino Branch of NAACP
said they held an executive board
meeting on Saturday and drafted a
letter.to Penrod opposing the hiring
of the officer. "At best he (Bugar)
demonstr2ted poor judgement and
his ·issues are not settled. San
Bernardino is becoming a harbor
for these officers there is the issue

of discrimination in reverse. If an
African American police officer
had a problem, no where near that,
he would have problems getting a . /
job." The NAACP is placing the '
blame on Penrod, Board of
Supervisors and the County
Administrative Office, "they
oversee the county. They are still
responsible ... they are elec ted
officials they look ou t for the
commun ity 's best interest. ... This
sends a bad message to th e
community. We realize he has to
feed his family but we think he
needs another field."
Lowe says the job of dispatcher is.
very important and requires good·
judgement," problems are set up
based on what the dispatcher said
when the call came in. It is a
critical position .... He will
determine what action the police
officer takes. It is poor judgement
for the Sheriff's Department to hire
him," she said.
Pastor Alvin Smith, of St. Paul
AME calls this a terrible day in San
Bernardino. "The logo protect and
serve has been turned into distrust
and bigotry. The good ole boys
protect their own." He joins others
who say, an African American once
fired is tainted for life. "I hope
Penrod will reconsider this decision
for the good of the community and
the common good
of San
I
Bernardino."
Today, a rally and march will be
held in front of the Sheriff's
Department at 10:00 AM . The
march will move to the County
Building on 4th and Arrowhead.

